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ABSTRACT 
 The following internship report is an overview of the Contemporary Arts Center 
(CAC).  As a requirement of the Arts Administration Graduate Program at the 
University of New Orleans, I completed a 480-hour internship spanning three months 
in the center’s development and membership department.  This report combines 
observational research with the knowledge gained from my studies and subjective 
research to provide an analysis of the CAC’s current position, strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities, and threats, and provides recommendations on how the center can 
address specific issues with operations and financial management in order to grow as 
an organization in the future.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
KEY WORDS  
Contemporary Arts Center; CAC; New Orleans; Internship Report; University of New 
Orleans; UNO; Arts Administration; Development; Arts Center; White Linen Night; 
Bourbon & Burlesque; Arts Administration; 2014
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INTRODUCTION 
 The Contemporary Arts Center (CAC) is a multi-disciplinary arts center in the 
heart of New Orleans’ thriving arts district. In the summer of 2014, I completed a 480-
hour internship over three months in the center’s development department during a 
time of critical importance for the organization.  My first project, the annual 
membership drive event Bourbon & Burlesque marked one year since the appointment 
of current Executive Director Neil Barclay.  Barclay’s first year has been one of 
substantial progress for the CAC, with significant changes to development, branding, 
staffing, budget, and programming, as I shall discuss in this paper.  
Throughout my internship I was able to observe the consequences of these 
changes, and note what has been successful, and what has been unfavorable.  In this 
report, I will describe the CAC’s current position in terms of structure, programming, 
development, marketing, and financial status. I will then combine the insight that I was 
able to gain during my time as an intern with the knowledge I have learned as an Arts 
Administration student at the University of New Orleans to analyze and identify the 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats that currently face the CAC.  Through 
a combination of personal experience and subjective research, I hope to establish what 
best practices should be in place at this institution, and make recommendations as to 
how the CAC can align itself with these practices in order to best serve both its mission 
and the New Orleans community. 
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CHAPTER 1 - A PROFILE OF THE CONTEMPORARY 
ARTS CENTER  
HISTORY AND MISSION 
 The Contemporary Arts Center (CAC) is a 501(c)(3) multi-disciplinary arts center 
situated in the heart of New Orleans, dedicated to producing, promoting, and educating 
others on Contemporary Art.  The organization was formed by a group of visual artists 
in 1976 during a national movement to unite visual and performing arts1.  Even in its 
infancy, the CAC served as a catalyst for the development of the now thriving arts 
district of New Orleans.  As the arts district began to flourish, so did the CAC, evolving 
to meet the changing needs of the community it served. The CAC’s current home, 900 
Camp Street, was donated in 1999, offering 10,000 square feet and four stories of space 
to meet the needs of the center’s extensive programming, including painting, theater, 
photography, sculpture, performance art, dance, music, video, and education2. 
Now in its thirty-eighth year, the CAC is one of just a handful of nonprofit arts 
organizations in the country that have remained solvent during this time of economic 
instability.  Over 10,000 arts establishments, amounting to 4.4% of total number of 
organizations in the United States, were unable continue to operate following the 2008 
recession, and a further 20,000 were lost by 20113. Not only has the CAC remained 
financially stable for the most part, it has also simultaneously continued to serve its 
                                               
1 “Mission & History." Contemporary Arts Center New Orleans. N.p., n.d. Web. 30 Apr. 2014. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Cohen, Randy. "National Arts Index 2013 Report." Arts Index USA (2013): Americans for the Arts, 2013. 
Web. 6 Oct. 2014. Page 41 
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mission to “organize; present and tour curated exhibitions, performances and programs 
by local, regional, national, and international artists” 4. 
In May of 2013, Los Angeles-based arts consultant Neil Barclay replaced 
longstanding Executive Director Jay Weigel5. His arrival marked the beginning of a 
period of drastic transition for the center, and has been well received by both 
organization staff and the general public thus far6.  
ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE  
The Board of Trustees 
 According to their by-laws (Appendix A), the Contemporary Art Center's Board of 
Trustees should consist of no fewer than twenty and no more than fifty members at any 
given time, exclusive of any non-voting emeritus members. Trustees serve two-year 
terms, staggered in such a way that approximately half of the members turn over each 
year. However, if a Trustee is elected to an Officer, Committee Chairman or Vice-
Chairman, or Executive Committee member position, they may serve consecutive terms 
until they are no longer serving in that capacity.  
Officers may be elected from outside of the organization, or current Trustees may 
be elected into Officer Positions. Officers may not serve more than one role at a time, 
and the positions are up for election each year. The current leadership consists of the 
"Chair” Steve Dumez, Vice President Gregg Porter, Secretary Stephanie Huger, and 
                                               
4 "Mission & History." Contemporary Arts Center New Orleans. N.p., n.d. Web. 30 Apr. 2014. 
5 MacCash, Doug. "BP Oil Spill Settlement Strengthens the Contemporary Arts Center." NOLA.com. 23, 23 
Mar. 2013. Web. 23 Aug. 2014. 
6 Rhines, Brad. "DRAWN TO THE CENTER: NEIL BARCLAY TAKES OVER NEW ORLEANS' CAC." RSS. 
Southern Glossary, 15 July 2013. Web. 01 May 2014. 
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Treasurer Debbie Brookley. 
As Appendix B illustrates, the Contemporary Arts Center's current Board of 
Trustees includes professionals from a variety of fields including law, finance, 
marketing, and education.  However, Barclay has made it clear that he wishes to further 
diversify the board in the coming years7.  In accordance with this vision, eight new 
Trustees will be joining the board for the 2015 fiscal year.  New appointments and 
affiliations include a professional working in theatre production, a Senior Associate of 
Corporate Realty, Inc., an Associate Attorney, the Senior Vice President of Region’s 
Bank, the Editor in Chief of Seven Men’s Magazine, and the Principal and Design 
Director of studioWTA8. The new additions have strengthened an already solid board in 
terms of professions represented.  Most importantly they have added diversification in 
both age and race with the addition of a generally younger group, as well as an African 
American Trustee.  The thirty-two-member board currently has only five African 
American Trustees, so this is a positive step towards racial diversification. 
CAC Staff 
 The Contemporary Arts Center employs nineteen full-time and twenty part-time 
employees. Additionally, the CAC recruits students to work with the organization as 
unpaid interns in various departments. In 2013, $1,115,852 (48.1% of the CAC's total 
expenses) was dedicated to employee compensation and benefits. Although this figure 
seems high, it is well within the established norm when compared to other nonprofit 
arts organizations.  For example, in the same fiscal year salaries, compensation, and 
                                               
7 Staff Meeting 07/15/2014 
8 Interview with Development Coordinator Christine Dunaway 10/7/2014 
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benefits accounted for 36% of the Museums of Fine Arts Houston’s annual expenses, 
and 58% of the Ogden Museum of Southern Art’s9.   
 The CAC is organized departmentally, and led internally by the board-appointed 
Executive Director. Each department possesses a staff that includes a department head 
that reports directly to the Executive Director, and the Executive Director then reports 
to the Board of Trustees.   
PROGRAMMING  
 Excluding operational costs, funding is allocated to projects and initiatives in 
accordance with the organization’s mission to support the presentation, production and 
promotion of contemporary art.  Programming at the CAC can be divided into six main 
categories:  Public Programs; Membership; Special Events; Visual Arts; Performing 
Arts; and Education. 
Education and Public Programs 
 According to its statement of purpose, the CAC aims to “demonstrate proactive 
local and regional leadership by educating children and adults; cultivating and growing 
audiences; and initiating and encouraging collaboration among diverse artists, 
institutions, communities, and supporters.”10    
To this end, the CAC’s public programs are focused on the education and 
professionalization of practicing and aspiring artists and art professionals.  The 
education department is run by the center’s Associate Director of Public Programs 
                                               
9 Ogden Museum of Southern Art FY 2012 990 Form and Museum of Fine Arts Houston FY 2012 990 
Form 
10 Mission & History." Contemporary Arts Center New Orleans. N.p., n.d. Web. 30 Apr. 2014. 
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Freddi Evans, who has a strong background in arts education and is respected in her 
field.  In 2011, Ms. Evans received the Community Awards Award in Education from the 
Arts Council of New Orleans11.  Programs offered by the center include those aimed at 
young children, such as the CAC Summer Arts Camp: Tall Tales, those aimed at 
teenagers, such as the Teen Open Stage Night, and those aimed at working 
professionals, such as the New Orleans Teaching Artists Reception.   
During my internship, I was able to observe both the Teen Arts Internship 
Program and the Summer Arts Camp, two of the center’s most popular education 
programs.  Through such programs, the CAC offers creative outlets and opportunities to 
over 10,000 children and adults annually, including those with special needs and those 
from low-income families12.  
The CAC also supports practicing artists through educational programs offering 
professional development, opportunities to use the center’s studios, and by providing 
financial support to those in need.  Since 2006, the CAC awarded $350,000 in grants to 
individual New Orleans' artists who were affected by Hurricane Katrina through the 
CAC Theatre Arts Fund and the SweetArts Katrina Fund13.   
Membership 
 Christine Dunaway, the Development and Membership Manager, runs the CAC’s 
membership department.  The CAC currently has 2,200 members14.  In 2012 
membership dues earned $130,697 in revenue, totaling a little less than 7% of total the 
                                               
11 "Biography." Freddi Williams Evans. N.p., n.d. Web. 18 Sept. 2014. 
12 "Public Programs" Contemporary Arts Center New Orleans. N.p., n.d. Web. 30 Apr. 2014. 
13 Ibid 
14 Interview with Development Coordinator Christine Dunaway 10/7/2014 
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center’s total income for that year15.  The Museum of Fine Arts Houston (MFAH), which 
shall serve as my model organization throughout this paper, earned 6% of its revenue 
from membership dues in the same fiscal period16, indicating that the CAC is within the 
normal range for arts organizations. However, it should be noted that the CAC’s revenue 
from membership dues dropped from $142,141 to $130,697 between 2011 and 2012, a 
decrease of 8%.   Competing institution New Orleans Museum of Art (NOMA) suffered a 
1.7% decrease in membership dues during the same time period, suggesting that 
although fluctuation in revenue from this source is not unusual, the CAC should address 
this issue before it worsens.  
Membership packages are divided into nine levels ranging from 
Student/Artist/Educator ($25.00 per year) to President’s Council ($5,000.00 per year). 
CAC members receive a range of benefits, which increase in their appeal as the 
membership level increases.  All members receive free admission to the center, as well 
as free admission to openings and a variety of CAC events.  Such perks are useful in 
boosting the attendance to all CAC events, and at the lowest levels membership is very 
affordable, especially when compared to competing institutions in New Orleans.  For 
example, New Orleans Museum of Art charges $60 for its lowest level of membership, 
and the Ogden Museum of Southern Art charges $50.  At the highest level, the CAC 
membership experience becomes much more personal. President’s Council members 
are offered the opportunity to attend an exclusive President’s Council dinner, joined by 
board members and major donors.  Furthermore, they are able to dine alone with the 
                                               
15 CAC FY 2012 990 Form 
16 MFAH FY 2012 990 Form  
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CAC’s Executive Director.  While such incentives offer the member an air of exclusivity 
and importance, they are also beneficial to the CAC in terms of major donor cultivation. 
Membership can be bought online through the CAC’s website, via phone, mail, or 
in person at the center.  Throughout the year various membership events take place at 
the center including the unveiling of the complimentary “Silver Circle” collectors’ 
sculpture, and lectures by artists on display at the CAC, all of which are organized and 
attended by development staff.   Existing, lapsed, and potential members are contacted 
via email and direct mail at various times throughout the year to encourage their 
attendance at such events, and to create a rapport that will eventually lead to the 
renewal or upgrading of their memberships. 
Special Events  
 The center hosts numerous special events throughout the year that support and 
promote the arts while also generating revenue and publicity for the organization.  
Although the CAC does not sponsor fundraising events for other organizations, it seeks 
sponsorships for its own fundraising events and programs.  The CAC’s four annual 
fundraising events are Bourbon & Burlesque; Whitney White Linen Night; CAC’s Art for 
Art’s Sake; and SweetArts.   
The CAC does not currently have a permanent Events Coordinator on staff. Event 
organization is therefore a team effort, with the overall planning process of larger in-
house events such as Bourbon & Burlesque occasionally being contracted out to Bethany 
Lemanski of Gwendolyn Entertainment. Ms. Lemanski is a previous employee of the 
center, and therefore has a great deal of knowledge about the space, the events, and the 
organization as a whole.   
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The CAC hosted Whitney White Linen Night on August 2, 2014. Presented by the 
New Orleans Arts District, the CAC fundraiser celebrated its twentieth Anniversary with 
its annual block party, live music, cuisine and cocktails, and exhibition openings 
throughout the New Orleans Arts District. In a press release distributed shortly before 
the event Joe Exnicios, President of Whitney Bank, the event’s long–time sponsor, 
described White Linen Night as “a special tradition in New Orleans that celebrates our 
unique community and culture.” He also noted that “the arts are an important 
component in developing a thriving city and economy, supporting local talent has been a 
Whitney tradition for over 130 years.  Whitney Bank is proud to continue a partnership 
with the Contemporary Arts Center and celebrate the twentieth anniversary of a 
community tradition that continues to attract thousands of supporters annually”17. 
Whitney White Linen Night 2014 marked its eighth year as a joint venture between 
Whitney Bank and the CAC.  The bank’s long-term support of this event is critical to the 
success and sustainability of what has become a vital marketing and fundraising tool for 
the center.     
CAC special events generated a total of $143,018 in gross income in 2012, 
amounting to 7% of total revenue for that fiscal year.  However, special events also 
accrued $233,691 in direct costs, resulting in a deficit of $90,673 for that line item 
alone.  However, an overall loss of income for fundraising events is not unusual.  For 
example, in 2012 the Museum of Fine Arts Houston, a far larger and more profitable 
                                               
17 Press Release WWLN 2014 
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institution, lost a staggering $882,605 in revenue after direct expenses from special 
events18.  
Beyond revenue generation, events create significant publicity for arts 
organizations through their ability to expose a significant number of people to the 
mission and work of that institution.  For the CAC in particular, special events are a vital 
tool in stimulating sales of membership packages and tickets - two of the center’s largest 
and most sustainable sources of revenue.  For example, Bourbon & Burlesque, the CAC’s 
annual membership drive, creates a yearly spike in membership sales that helps to 
supplement income at an otherwise slow time of year.  Typically, memberships bought 
or renewed in the lead up to the event as well as those bought at the door contribute 
around $10,000 in revenue during the month of June each year19.   
Visual Arts 
 The CAC presents curated exhibitions by local, regional, national, and 
international artists.  The center has functioned without a permanent Visual Arts 
Curator since the departure of Amy Mackie in March of 2012, who resigned following a 
scandal that resulted in artists removing their works from the CAC.  As a result of this, 
guest curators have put exhibitions together during the interim period. For example, 
Mark of the Feminine opened at the CAC on August 2, 2014, and was curated by New 
York curator Regine Basha. Despite the widespread success of such exhibitions, the CAC 
is currently in the process of hiring a new Visual Arts Curator.  According to Barclay, the 
strong pool of applicants for this position– hailing from local, national, and 
                                               
18 MFAH FY 2012 990 Form 
19 Interview with Development Coordinator Christine Dunaway 10/7/2014 
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international institutions – is indicative of the CAC’s rapidly growing reputation in the 
art world20.  Furthermore, the decision to hire new staff members as opposed to the 
previous method of staffing internally, or simply absorbing responsibilities into existing 
positions, hints towards the center’s future expansion. 
Performing Arts  
 In November 2013, the CAC welcomed a new Associate Curator of Performing 
Arts, Raelle Myrick-Hodges.  Myrick-Hodges’ addition to the CAC team marked the 
beginning of Barclay’s vision to create a reputation for the center on a national and 
international level.  Myrick-Hodges has already earned a good reputation in her field as 
Artistic Director of Brava for Women in the Arts in San Francisco, and more recently as 
Summer Theater Director of the Perry-Mansfield Arts Camp, America’s oldest arts 
camp21.  Upon the announcement of her appointment, Barclay said: “Her internationally 
well-regarded talent will make an immediate and lasting impact on our city’s performing 
arts culture”22.   
 Since her arrival, Ms. Myrick-Hodges has curated a 2014/2015 performing arts 
season that has created an excitement surrounding the center that has been lacking for 
some time.   It includes a diverse array of musicians such as Meshell Ndegeocello, Yo La 
Tengo, Ethiopian singer/songwriter Meklit Hadero and Cuban trumpeter Arturo 
Sandoval, as well as multimedia works such as the aerial Carnival piece The Grand 
Parade by Double Edge Theatre.  The Gambit Weekly’s Will Coviello named it “the 
                                               
20 Staff Meeting 06/27/2014 
21 Myrick-Hodges, Raelle. "Biography." Raelle Myrick-Hodges. N.p., n.d. Web. 19 Sept. 2014. 
22 "New Associate Curator of Performing Arts Raelle Myrick-Hodges." Home. The Contemporary Arts 
Center, 28 Oct. 2013. Web. 29 Aug. 2014. 
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biggest calendar of performances presented by the CAC in recent years”23.  
Denis O'Hares's An Iliad, Meshell Ndegeocello and Rude Mechanicals all sold out 
before opening, and increased traffic from such popular shows has resulted in increases 
in membership and ticket sales24.  
MARKETING  
 At the time of writing, the CAC’s marketing department consists of Associate 
Director of External Affairs Lindsay Ross, External Affairs Manager Ivy Mouledoux, and 
External Affairs Manager Allison Abney.   The marketing department is responsible for 
producing marketing materials, facilitating marketing opportunities both paid and in-
kind through professional networking, and handling the center’s online presence 
through its website and social media accounts.  In recent months, rebranding and 
various innovations in the center’s marketing strategy have put into motion Neil’s goal 
to address new audiences and cultivate support through marketing. 
The CAC promotes and markets its programs and events through various 
channels including its website, press releases, e-blasts to a 14,000+ recipient list, print 
and electronic ads, social media, radio spots, flyers, posters, and calendar listings.  The 
CAC also has media partnerships including the Advocate and WWNO that provide in-
kind marketing opportunities, especially in the lead up to special events.    
Social media has also begun to play an increasingly important role in the 
organization's marketing strategy, particularly for special events.  In light of this, the 
                                               
23 Coviello, Will. "CAC Announces 2014-2015 Performance Season." Best of New Orleans. The Gambit, 28 
June 2014. Web. 29 Aug. 2014. 
24 Interview with Development Coordinator Christine Dunaway 10/7/2014 
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marketing department has recently teamed up with the development department to 
produce a social media press kit for sponsors and partners who wish to promote events 
via their own networks (Appendix G). Although a great deal of the marketing focuses on 
local residents of New Orleans and the city’s “drive in” market, the center is also listed 
on FourSquare, Yelp, and Tripadvisor to bring in visiting tourists.    
Printed marketing materials are the most commonly used form of paid 
advertising, with a variety of materials being printed for each event, program, and 
initiative.  For example, Whitney White Linen Night, the center’s largest special event, is 
promoted largely through printed materials including invitations, street guides, and 
printed fans, which are distributed by event participants as well as CAC employees and 
representatives.  
Preliminarily layouts for such materials are designed by a combination of staff 
including Merit Shalett, the Associate Director, Lindsay Ross, the Associate Director of 
External Affairs, and Allison Abney, the External Affairs Manager, with some input from 
the relevant departmental heads.  The contract for producing these items has been with 
local business Tchop Shop for many years, but the CAC is currently soliciting proposals 
from firms that are more in line with the more contemporary rebranded CAC image25. 
Indeed, the center has recently re-branded in an effort to update its “look” and 
attract a younger audience.  The new brand includes a new logo, font, and color scheme, 
which are significantly more modern in appearance and notably less aggressive and 
bulky in design.   Rebranding is a difficult, but sometimes necessary, undertaking for 
                                               
25 Staff Meeting Date 07/15/2014 
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any organization, and as I shall discuss later in this report it has had certain 
ramifications for the CAC in terms of brand recognition. 
BUDGET 
 According to their 2012 990 Form (Appendix E), the CAC’s revenue for that fiscal 
year (a total of $1,936,111) was derived from a combination of ticket sales, individual 
giving, sales of artworks and merchandise, in-kind contributions, special events, facility 
rental, an endowment, government grants, investment revenue, youth programs, 
membership fees, and sponsorships.  For a more in-depth breakdown of revenue see 
Appendix H. 
Revenue Sustainability 
 The CAC is fortunate to have both varied and reliable revenue streams.  The first 
sentence of their mission statement states that they are both “financially stable and 
professionally managed”26.  According to Development Coordinator Jessica Chevis, the 
CAC’s revenue sources have remained fairly consistent throughout the years27.  Closer 
inspection of the CAC’s 990 form however, shows a steady decrease in financial support 
from contributions since 2007.  A net loss of $379,673 in 2012 is also indicative of 
dwindling revenue streams.   While shortfalls are not unheard of in the nonprofit sector, 
such a significant loss from year to year will prevent the center from sustaining its current 
operations and programming, and ultimately inhibit it from advancing its mission.  
 
                                               
26  "Mission & History." Contemporary Arts Center New Orleans. N.p., n.d. Web. 30 Apr. 2014. 
27 Interview with Jessica Chevis, Development Coordinator, Contemporary Arts Center - April 27th 2014 
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DEVELOPMENT 
 The CAC stays true to its mission in terms of how funding is both solicited and 
spent.  Contributed revenue is solicited through grant and sponsorship proposals to 
corporations, foundations, and government entities. Earned revenue is generated 
through memberships; ticket sales to fundraising events, performances, and public 
programs; gallery admission; sales from the CAC’s Spun Cafe; and hospitality sales and 
building rentals.   
The CAC does not currently have a Director of Development, something that is 
not unusual for a non-profit organization.  The Ogden Museum of Southern Art is 
currently in the process of hiring a Director of Development, and NOMA’s development 
department is run by a Deputy Director for Development and External Affairs.  
Although the lack of such a position is not out of the norm when compared to similar 
institutions, the size and structure of the development department is deficient in 
comparison to similar institutions.  For example, NOMA’s development department is 
departmentalized into grants, membership, donor relations, and individual and 
corporate giving, and the same is true of MFAH.  As a result of this lack of staffing, 
Associate Director Merit Shalett takes on a large part of the development 
responsibilities, despite having no formal education or training in development.  
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CHAPTER 2 – INTERNSHIP DESCRIPTION  
 My Arts Administration graduate internship with the CAC’s Development 
department spanned 480 hours from May 26, 2014 to August 20, 2014. Throughout this 
period, I worked closely with the Associate Director Merit Shalett, the Membership 
Coordinator Christine Dunaway, and the Development Coordinator Jessica Chevis to 
assist with day-to-day responsibilities within the department, and to organize, promote, 
and execute two major special events: Bourbon and Burlesque and Whitney White Linen 
Night. The discussion of my duties and observations will therefore be separated into two 
categories: Development and Membership, and Special Events. 
DEVELOPMENT AND MEMBERSHIP 
 My primary goal as a Development Intern at the CAC was to gain a better 
understanding of how membership is developed, sustained, and organized in a non-
profit organization. Having had some experience with Raiser's Edge in previous 
internships, I was excited to learn more about Altru Blackbaud Software (Altru), a brand 
new donor software system that was developed by the makers of Raiser’s Edge and 
recently put into use at the CAC. Using Altru, I entered and updated donor profiles, and 
tracked and created donated membership packages.  My day-to-day administrative 
duties also included filing check requests, sending out direct mail campaigns to new and 
existing members, attending staff meetings, answering emails, updating filing systems 
for special events, and assisting with any other duties as required by my supervisors.  
Although at times mundane, my responsibilities in the membership and 
development department allowed me to see how the organization functioned on a day-
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to-day basis.  For example, stuffing envelopes for membership campaigns did in fact 
educate me on the sort of materials being sent out to members, and the frequency with 
which this is done at the CAC.  Filing check requests gave me an understanding of how 
money is spent, how each expense is categorized, and the extent to which spending is 
monitored.   
SPECIAL EVENTS 
 In addition to development responsibilities, I was also heavily involved in the 
planning and execution of two of the CAC’s largest special events: Bourbon and 
Burlesque and Whitney White Linen Night.  
Bourbon and Burlesque is the center’s annual membership drive, and took place 
just four weeks into my internship.  My primary duties for this event were logistics and 
production, and I worked closely with the contracted special events coordinator to 
create layouts, production schedules, and signage for the event.  On the night of the 
event, I worked at the admissions table, where I signed in guests, sold event tickets, 
answered any queries, and sold memberships alongside the External Affairs Manager, 
the Development Coordinator, and CAC volunteers.  
In the following week, the CAC team came together to discuss the positive and 
negative outcomes of the event.  The general consensus was that the event was a success.  
Admissions flowed more smoothly than the previous year, the layout of the building 
allowed for better crowd control, the food, drink, and Burlesque performances were 
well-received, and everyone in attendance appeared to have had a positive experience28. 
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However, there were also some opportunities to improve that were observed.  
Attendance dropped significantly from 750 to 500 guests, resulting in a substantial 
decrease in revenue from the event.  Membership dues in the month of June, which 
usually generate around $10,000, were also down as result of the poorly attended event, 
contributing just $7,200 to the CAC’s revenue for that month29.  The decline in 
attendance could be attributed to several things. First, the event, as well as the CAC as a 
whole, has been rebranded, creating issues with brand recognition and marketing. 
Second, the price of tickets increased by $10 between 2013 and 2014, making it less 
affordable, particularly to a younger audience.  Finally, the Ogden Museum of Southern 
Art, located just across the street from the CAC, hosted its inaugural Magnolia Ball on 
June 20, the night before Bourbon & Burlesque.  This in particular highlights a major 
issue facing the New Orleans nonprofit sector as a whole:  competition between 
organizations for a small pool of donors who often support numerous causes. 
Despite being excited to participate in such an event, I was disappointed that my 
development internship had already morphed into one more suited to an event planning 
intern.  As the center has no special events department, it quickly became apparent that 
event planning often falls to the development team, thus the department’s interns 
become responsible for much of the tedious work associated with planning large-scale 
events.  This perception was confirmed during my next project: Whitney White Linen 
Night.   
My responsibilities for this event included securing City and State permits, going 
to meet with potential sponsors and partners including beer manufactures Fat Tire and 
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PBR, arranging bar staff, contacting vendors, drawing up and sending out contracts and 
information to artists, vendors, and galleries, and establishing layouts and production 
schedules for the day of the event.  The layouts I created can be seen in Appendix I. 
 The most pressing of these responsibilities was the procurement of State and City 
Permits.  In October of 2013, the permitting process for special events in New Orleans 
was consolidated under the control of the city’s One Stop Shop, located in City Hall.  The 
application was therefore unfamiliar to staff resulting in me navigating the process with 
very little guidance.  Although I was successful in obtaining both State and City Permits, 
this journey was not an entirely smooth one.  For example, the files on previous permits 
obtained by the CAC had been misplaced just days before my arrival, and even if I had 
had access to such information, the new process meant that many things had to be 
started anew regardless.  For instance, new fire regulations called for a street layout that 
not only included all fire hydrants, but also the exact distance from them to the locations 
of all structures such as tents, booths, and bars.  Furthermore, food vendors had to 
obtain Occupational Licenses through One Stop independently of the CAC, something 
which came to light just weeks before the event took place.   
In order to address these issues, I created a comprehensive guide to the 
permitting process (Appendix K) in order to ensure that future interns are able to obtain 
permits more efficiently.  
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CHAPTER 3 – S.W.O.T. ANALYSIS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
STRENGTHS 
Programming 
 As a multi-disciplinary arts center, the CAC understandably hosts extensive 
exhibitions, performances, events, initiatives, and educational programs.  Programming 
is therefore a huge asset to the CAC for two primary reasons.  First and foremost the 
CAC’s programming is crucial in advancing their mission to promote, present, and 
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educate others on the art of our time.   Exhibitions and performances throughout the 
year promote contemporary art, while education and outreach programs instruct and 
inform both children and adults on the arts.  Affordable membership programs also help 
to involve members of the public in the arts, and membership to the CAC grants the 
member access to thirty-three national institutions that are paired with the center, 
supporting the center’s mission on a much wider scale. 
Secondly, programming is a good source of revenue for the center.  In the 2012 
fiscal year, admissions and fees associated with programming accounted for 11% of the 
CAC’s total revenue30, 2% higher than MFAH’s programming income for the same 
year31.  This figure does not reflect the significant funding that comes from foundations 
and corporate giving programs to support the center’s programs.  A range of 
philanthropic sources support public programs at the CAC, including the Edward 
Wisner Donation; Cox Communications; Ella West Freeman Foundation; The Hearst 
Foundations; The Helis Foundation; James R. Moffett Family Foundation; The Joe W. 
and Dorothy Dorsett Brown Foundation; Keller Family Foundation; Kinder Morgan 
Foundation; The Selley Foundation; and the Zemurray Foundation32.   
Relationships 
 The CAC has been a significant part of New Orleans’ cultural sector for thirty-
eight years.  During this time the center has been fortunate enough to develop many 
strong and oftentimes reciprocal relationships within the community.  One such 
relationship is that shared with the New Orleans Arts District (NOAD). The 
                                               
30 CAC FY 2012 990 Form 
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32 "Public Programs” Contemporary Arts Center New Orleans. N.p., n.d. Web. 30 Apr. 2014. 
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Contemporary Arts Center pays NOAD an annual sum of $20,000 in return for the right 
to host and produce White Linen Night, and in return the CAC receives all of the 
marketing and financial benefits associated with the event, as well as the support and 
involvement of the NOAD galleries in hosting the annual block party on Julia Street. 
 This relationship between the CAC and local galleries also extends beyond the 
one formed by their association through NOAD.   Regular communication and a strong 
bond between staff members and local gallery owners have created a community-like 
atmosphere in the Warehouse District, which continues to grow as the area develops.  
For example, during my internship I was able to rely on local galleries such as Ariodante 
Gallery on Julia St. for assistance with the collecting of signatures for a road closure 
petition that was necessary for the White Linen Night permit application.    
 Furthermore, it is not just NOAD or Julia St. Galleries that enjoy a mutual 
relationship with the center.  Many organizations and local businesses reach out to the 
CAC for donated memberships for charity auctions and raffles, and such requests are 
always accommodated.  The CAC also solicited goods and services to be won at their 
annual Bourbon & Burlesque raffle, receiving twenty-eight donated prizes totaling a 
value of $4700 from businesses such as Pinkberry, Mellow Mushroom, and Nola Pilates 
in 201433.   
 Neil Barclay also notes that the most important relationship of all for the CAC is 
with the artists of New Orleans, saying: “Our relationship with the visual artists of the 
community is a significant one. You always dance with the people that brung you, as my 
mother likes to say, and in this case it’s the artists who created this institution some 
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thirty-seven years ago”34.  Indeed, the CAC is notoriously generous with its space, 
providing studios for artists, and rented office, rehearsal, and performance areas for 
organizations such as the New Orleans Film Society and June Bug Productions for a 
discounted nonprofit rate35.   
Special Events 
 The CAC relies on special events for both publicity and revenue.  In fact, as I have 
already discussed, fundraising events accounted for 7% of the center’s annual income in 
2012.  This figure again allows me to draw comparisons with MFAH, who in 2012 
earned a little less than 8% of their revenue from fundraising events36.   In 2012 White 
Linen Night earned $94,489 in gross income, totaling 66% of revenue from special 
events for that year37.   White Linen Night is the center’s largest event, and its financial 
contributions have been growing from year to year.  In 2014, White Linen Night had a 
record twenty-five food vendors selling their produce at the street party, all of whom 
donated 50% of their proceeds directly to the CAC.  One food vendor alone, Mellow 
Mushroom, sold $3,972 worth of food in just three hours – another White Linen Night 
record38.   
Not only are special events an important source of revenue, but they also create a 
considerable amount of traffic, and therefore exposure, for the CAC.  2014 marked 
White Linen Night’s twentieth year as a CAC event, and was attended by over 40,000 
guests.   Furthermore, media relationships with the Advocate, WWNO, and the morning 
                                               
34 Litwin, Sharon. "Voices of the Arts: CAC’s Neil Barclay." NolaVie. N.p., 9 Oct. 2013. Web. 19 Sept. 2014. 
35 Interview with Development Coordinator Christine Dunaway 10/7/2014 
36 MFAH FY 2012 990 Form 
37 CAC FY 2012 990 Form 
38 Staff Meeting 08/05/2014 
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news were donated in-kind solely for the event, creating marketing opportunities that 
might not have otherwise been realized. 
The CAC is also extremely effective at responding to weaknesses in its special 
events from year to year. As I witnessed during my time working with the organization, 
all members of staff evaluate each event in the post-production period.  Strengths and 
weaknesses are identified, recorded, and addressed the following season.  The CAC’s 
ability to evolve as a learning organization is a strength in itself, and one that relates 
particularly to special events. 
Reputation 
 The CAC is a long-standing institution, and enjoys a good reputation in New 
Orleans, and increasingly on a national scale.  The addition of staff members from out of 
state such Neil Barclay, Raelle Myrick-Hodges, and soon a new Visual Arts Curator has 
allowed the CAC to reach new audiences all over the country.  The quality of applicants 
for the Visual Art curator position was, according to Barclay, a testament to the excellent 
reputation of the CAC, both nationally and internationally39. 
 The CAC has worked tirelessly to improve its reputation in recent years, and has 
therefore undergone a huge transformation in several areas.  Aesthetically, the center 
underwent drastic improvements as a result of the 2012 Super Bowl parties hosted in its 
gallery spaces40.  In terms of programming, the contributions of guest curators in Visual 
Arts, Raelle Myrick-Hodges in Performing Arts, and Freddi Evans in Education have set 
in motion Barclay’s plan for a center that is recognized nationally.  As a result, the 
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center’s ever-improving reputation is now attracting interest from such high-profile 
donors as the Ford Foundation and the Hearst Foundation in New York41. 
WEAKNESSES 
Staffing 
 As I have previously noted, the CAC is understaffed, an issue which is detrimental 
to the center’s efficiency and effectiveness. In the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, the 
CAC lost much of its staff.  In 2013, some eight years later, former Director Jay Weigel 
noted that at only fifteen people, the CAC was still operating with around half of the 
number of full time employees that it had before the storm42.   This problem has been 
exacerbated by the sudden departure of several staff members in recent years. For 
instance in March of 2012, Visual Arts Curator Amy Mackie resigned after several 
exhibiting artists forcibly removing their works from the walls when the CAC closed its 
galleries to allow for a film to be shot during an exhibition43.   
Although the team has grown to nineteen people in the last eighteen months, 
there are still insufficiencies in staffing that have had negative ramifications for the 
center.  For example, the CAC relies on special events for 7% of its annual income, but 
has no Special Events Coordinator.  My three months as a development and 
membership intern were focused almost exclusively on White Linen Night. During this 
time I observed that all staff members dedicate a significant amount of their time to 
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42 MacCash, Doug. "BP Oil Spill Settlement Strengthens the Contemporary Arts Center." NOLA.com. 23, 
Mar. 2013. Web. 23 Aug. 2014. 
43 Ibid 
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assisting with the planning and execution of the CAC’s four special events.  The addition 
of a Special Events Coordinator would certainly alleviate the stress on other 
departments, which are clearly struggling to fill this role between them.  During the lead 
up to White Linen Night, much of the logistical planning fell to Associate Director Merit 
Shalett, who in the absence of a Development Director was also overseeing grants, 
sponsorships, partnerships, and budgeting for special events.   The lack of a full time 
Volunteer Coordinator also meant that volunteer positions were not adequately filled. 
The Membership Coordinator acted in this role temporarily in addition to other 
responsibilities.  As a result, her time was too thinly spread to focus on the membership 
cultivation opportunities that could have arisen from the event, and many of the 
volunteers were not sufficiently trained.  An overreliance on interns during such events 
has also resulted in difficulties for the organization.  Interns cannot always be relied 
upon to keep consistent records or to perform to the same standard as permanent – and 
of course paid – members of staff.  Although the benefits of interns are abundant, they 
should not be a substitute for permanent employees. 
Overall, staffing at the CAC is becoming a serious shortcoming for the center as it 
attempts to grow and progress as an organization.  Unless this issue is addressed, 
Barclay’s vision of a financially stable, efficiently run, and modern arts center will never 
come to fruition. 
Financial Management 
 Financial management is a weakness for the center because the development 
department traditionally handles many of the financial responsibilities associated with a 
nonprofit organization, such as creating and monitoring an annual budget.  The CAC 
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does not operate on a conventional annual budget, instead creating a budget for the 
three-month summer “season”, before adjusting and annualizing it in September of each 
year.  Neil Barclay expressed a desire to change this system in order to improve the 
center’s financial state, noting in one staff meeting that the CAC has not operated on a 
balanced budget for the past five years44.   He also expressed disappointment at the 
deficit that remained after his first year as Director, observing that it was the first time 
in his career in which he had not finished the year with a balanced budget45.   
The financial shortfall of the 2013 fiscal year is unfortunately not an isolated 
occurrence for the center.  The CAC’s revenue from gifts, grants, and contributions fell 
significantly between the years 2007 and 2012, dropping 49% from $1,905,417, to 
$937,07646.   Despite this fall, contributions still made up over 48% of revenue in 
2011/12.  A reliance on contributions to this extent, coupled with consistently operating 
on an unbalanced budget could lead to issues of sustainability in the future.  
Marketing 
 Although a great deal of time and money is spent on marketing materials for both 
programming and special events, marketing is still one of the CAC’s key weaknesses.  
For example, although efforts have been made to incorporate social media into the 
CAC’s marketing plan, there has not been a consistent effort to sustain an online 
following.  Social media is a vital tool in attracting new, and especially younger 
audiences.  At the time of writing this paper, the CAC has just 5,206 Facebook followers, 
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a paltry amount when compared to competing institution New Orleans Museum of Art, 
which has 18,26647. 
In the case of White Linen Night, there is a major issue with brand control, as 
local businesses use the name to generate business without supporting the CAC or 
sometimes without even knowing the link between the event and the center.  There are 
also missed marketing opportunities at such events that are not being leveraged from 
year to year such as branded merchandise, or a White Linen Night Instagram feed.  
Most concerning to me was the fact that neither the CAC’s name nor logo were featured 
on the front of the White Linen Night invitation.   
Record Keeping 
 During my time as an intern, the most evident and frustrating issue that I found 
was with record keeping.  Inconsistent records of processes, documents, and resources 
frequently hampered my daily responsibilities, particularly those relating to special 
events.  For each event, a binder and Googledoc folder are created to store all records 
including all documents relating to budget, marketing, production, and post-production.  
However, as interns typically handle record keeping for events, there is a major issue 
with consistency.  Items are regularly misplaced, saved on personal laptops, or filed 
incorrectly, resulting in information being unavailable from year to year.   
 Furthermore, the various online systems used for record keeping have not been 
amalgamated.  Some departments, such as marketing, operate by saving items to a 
shared CAC drive, whereas the development department relies on Googledocs.  This not 
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only prevents adequate record keeping, but also hinders communication between staff, 
and more than once I saw tasks being duplicated or missed completely as a result.   
OPPORTUNITIES 
New Audiences  
 The population of New Orleans increased roughly 10% from 2010 to 2013, and 
another 1.2% in 201448.  The growing population and increases in tourism in recent 
years has created an exciting opportunity for arts organizations such as the CAC: an 
expanded audience.  Such an increase in potential traffic as well as support for the 
center has not gone unnoticed by its Director.  In a 2013 interview, Neil Barclay 
commented, “there’s a whole generation of people that we want to excite about the 
notion of giving back to this community that they are calling home. At the CAC we have 
a huge opportunity around just getting people through the door to become members”49.  
 Furthermore, there are audiences already in New Orleans that have not yet been 
tapped to their full extent.  Initiatives aimed solely at young members of the arts 
community would enable the CAC to begin its cultivation of the next generation of CAC 
members and supporters.  Furthermore, a military discount, something that I suggested 
in the lead up to Bourbon & Burlesque as ticket sales lagged, would tap into an entirely 
new demographic of support.  
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Development of Warehouse District 
 The Warehouse District was originally established as an industrial area in the 
nineteenth century to store grain, coffee, and produce shipped through the Port of New 
Orleans50.  As commerce, trade, and industry practices evolved over time, the area's 
profitability waned and the district was left virtually abandoned.   The opening of the 
CAC in 1976 marked the beginning of a new era for the once thriving area of the city.  
The district is now home to over twenty-five commercial art galleries, plus numerous 
museums, bars, restaurants, and small businesses.   
 Today the district continues to grow and evolve, and new developments in the 
area promise yet more opportunities for the CAC.  The increasingly residential nature of 
the warehouse district, sparked by the construction of high-end apartment blocks, is 
attracting a more affluent demographic, thus restoring wealth, traffic, and interest in the 
area.  Newly popular hotels such as the Hotel Modern on Lee Circle also offer the CAC 
significant opportunities in terms of tourism and potential partnerships.  For example, 
the CAC partnered with Hotel Modern during this year’s White Linen Night, securing 
monetary contributions and marketing opportunities such as placement of White Linen 
Night flyers in guests’ rooms. 
Technology 
 Despite social media currently being a weakness for the CAC, it also represents a 
substantial opportunity.  Innovations in social media marketing are changing the way 
that nonprofits reach new and existing audiences, and significantly decreasing the cost 
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of marketing efforts.   As an organization that presents and promotes both visual and 
performance art, visual-based social network tools such as Instagram and Vine are an 
untapped resource that could be beneficial in cultivating and sustaining interest in the 
CAC’s current events.  
 The CAC also has opportunities to utilize technology in other ways, the most 
significant of which is Altru.  Altru, unlike Raiser’s Edge, is an online cultural 
management software that also offers tools for ticket sales and even budget tracking.  
The CAC has already made the switch from Raiser’s Edge to Altru, but is yet to exploit 
its benefits to the fullest extent. 
National Reach 
 Tourism is steadily growing in New Orleans, allowing institutions like the CAC to 
reach a wider market.  This national reach will give the CAC an exciting opportunity to 
reach non-local audiences, which bring with them increased revenue and potential 
funding opportunities from out of state.  Neil Barclay has expressed his desire to attract 
tourists to the CAC, saying: “My goal would be when someone comes to New Orleans 
that they will say while they are here, “you know, I’ve got to go by and see that CAC. I 
hear they are doing great things.”51   With the addition of several nationally acclaimed 
staff members in recent years, Barclay has certainly facilitated such an opportunity.  
Furthermore, the CAC shares mutual membership benefits with thirty-three arts 
institutions nation-wide, attracting national attention through its affiliations.  
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Through such initiatives, the CAC has attracted the attention of new donors on a 
national scale.  The Ford Foundation, based in New York, has already contributed to the 
center, and is predicted to do so again in the near future.  Furthermore, the Hearst 
Foundation, also of New York, has expressed interest in being a major donor52. 
THREATS 
Economic Downturn 
 Since the 2008 recession, the arts sector has suffered from a loss of financial 
support, both from government grants and individual donors.  In 2009, according to an 
Americans for the Arts Study, 41% of nonprofit arts groups reported a deficit, up from 
36% in 200853.  Even as the economy recovered, the nonprofit sector continued to 
struggle.  In 2011, as the majority of sectors began to rebuild, the number of nonprofits 
dropped to 95,000—a staggering loss of 18,000 organizations54.  This figure illustrates 
the adversity facing nonprofits on a national scale as a result of a poor economy, and 
highlights a major threat facing not only the CAC, but also the nonprofit sector as a 
whole. 
Loss of sponsorship 
 Loss of sponsorship for special events is a real threat to the CAC because of 
dwindling revenue elsewhere.  In 2013, White Linen Night secured “block sponsors” for 
each of the five blocks of Julia St. who were responsible for providing branded 
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merchandise, paying for their own tents and lighting, and contributing $10,000 to the 
CAC each.  In 2014, there were no block sponsors, and major sponsors such as Coca-
Cola and Latter & Blum did not participate.   
 An inefficient and understaffed development department is certainly the cause of 
this loss of sponsorship, as they are not able to dedicate sufficient time to both sustain 
current sponsors and cultivate new ones.  Lost sponsors are therefore often not 
replaced, and existing sponsors feel undervalued and eventually retract their support as 
a result. 
Competition for donors and audience locally 
 New Orleans is home to a hundreds of arts organizations, but is a relatively small 
city, with a population of just 369,250, and of those, only a small percentage are 
philanthropic.  As a result, arts organizations are often competing for a small pool of 
donors.  In the immediate area surrounding the CAC alone, there are two other major 
nonprofit institutions: The Ogden Museum of Southern Art and the National World War 
II Museum.    
Furthermore, these institutions are not only competing for donors, but also for 
their audience.  The Ogden in particular often has scheduling conflicts with the CAC.  
For example, it hosted its inaugural Magnolia Ball on June 20 of this year, the night 
before Bourbon & Burlesque, dramatically impacting attendance.  In addition, White 
Linen Night, a pioneering event at its inception twenty years ago, now competes with 
numerous other outdoor events such as Ashe Cultural Arts Center’s Redd Linen Night, 
and the Arts Council’s Dirty Linen Night, resulting in brand confusion and a loss of 
attendance.   
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Bureaucracy  
 Like many nonprofits, the various bureaucracies that dictate how a nonprofit 
must function often inhibit the CAC.  During my internship there were two major 
instances when this threat became a real issue.  The first was during the White Linen 
Night permitting process, which as I have mentioned has recently been integrated under 
the overarching control of New Orleans’ One Stop Shop.  In previous years, applications 
for street closure, parking meter rental, police detail, and other such forms required to 
host a large-scale special event were submitted to the respective City departments 
separately.  From October 2013 however, One Stop handles the entire special event 
process through the submission of one application that incorporates all of the necessary 
paperwork into one package.  Although this change was an effort to streamline the 
process, it inevitably led to the CAC as a customer of One Stop losing control of the 
situation from the moment the application was submitted. 
 The second, and more concerning issue was with the laws relating to product 
donation and nonprofits.  While Fat Tire claimed that they were legally allowed to 
donate alcohol in-kind for the CAC to sell at White Linen Night, PBR maintained that 
the CAC must buy product from them, before being reimbursed in the form of a 
donation.  In actual fact, the laws regarding this issue were changed during the planning 
process for White Linen Night, but remain unclear to this day.  A lack of clarity 
regarding legal issues can be disastrous for a nonprofit organization, as just one 
indiscretion can result in the loss of 501(c)(3) status. 
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CHAPTER 4 – BEST PRACTICES 
STAFFING SUFFICIENCY 
 An important question for any business, whether it is for profit or nonprofit, is 
what level of staff to adopt.  An understaffing condition is defined by Wicker as the “lack 
of enough people to carry out smoothly the essential program and maintenance tasks in 
a setting”55.  As I have noted, the CAC has been understaffed for some time, resulting in 
additional pressure on existing members of staff to carry out tasks not included in their 
job descriptions.  In a nonprofit employment practices survey, 16% of those who left 
their position at a nonprofit in 2014 listed “an excessive workload” as the primary 
reason for leaving56.   Therefore not only is insufficient staffing detrimental to the 
efficiency of the CAC, it can also have negative ramifications for the retention of current 
staff members.  
 Using The Ogden Museum of Southern Art as an example as it has a nearly 
identical budget, it is obvious that the CAC’s development department in particular is 
severely understaffed.  While the CAC’s development department consists of two 
members of staff: a Development and Membership Manager and a Development 
Coordinator, The Ogden Museum’s development team consists of a Deputy Director of 
Development, Major Gifts Director, Membership and Volunteer Services Coordinator, 
and two permanent Graduate Assistants.  Whereas the special events department is not 
a part of the development department at the Ogden Museum, the two are considered 
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interchangeable at the CAC.  Development efforts at the center are therefore not only 
hampered by a lack of departmentalization, but also a major issue with staffing 
sufficiency.  
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND PLANNING 
 According to Principles and Practices for Nonprofit Excellence in Kentucky, a 
nonprofit should create and adopt a balanced budget, and should strive to establish and 
maintain financial reserve equal to three to six months of operating expenses57.  At the 
end of 2012, the CAC had net assets of $9,018,396, which is a healthy reserve for such 
an organization. However, net assets have been steadily decreasing from year to year, 
falling over $900,000 from 2009 to 201258.  
When compared to an organization such as MAFH, the CAC is obviously not 
running efficiently in a financial sense.  MFAH ended the 2013 fiscal year with $451,000 
in surplus revenue59. The CAC however, ended the same year with a $549,616 deficit60.  
According to Weikart, Chen, and Sermier, authors of Budgeting and Financial 
Management for Nonprofit Organizations, “the rule of thumb” for a successful and 
sustainable nonprofit is to always have a surplus large enough to support the next 
generation of programming and offset inflation61.    
                                               
57 "Principles and Practices for Nonprofit Excellency in Kentucky."Kentuckynonprofits.org. Kentucky 
Nonprofit Network, 2012. Web. 29 Aug. 2014. 
58 MFAH FY 2010 and 2012 990 Form 
59 Nonprofit Report for the Museum of Fine Arts Houston. Guidestar, n.d. Web. 23 Aug. 2014. 
60 Nonprofit Report for Contemporary Arts Center. Guidestar, n.d. Web. 23 Aug. 2014. 
61 Chen, Greg G., Lynne A. Weikart, and Ed Sermier. Budgeting and Financial Management for 
Nonprofit Organizations: Using Money to Drive Mission Success. Washington, D.C.: CQ, 2012. Print. 
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Evidently, the CAC is struggling to reach the financial benchmarks set by similar 
institutions.  In order to more fully understand the issues facing the organization, I 
conducted basic ratio analysis.  A full breakdown of my findings can be seen in Appendix 
F, but in summary I was able to make the following two observations: 
Firstly, the CAC’s profit margin ratio for 2013 was extremely low at just 0.31%.  
Although a high profit margin could raise red flags in a nonprofit entity, a profit margin 
as low as this is suggestive of inefficiency within the organization62.  Secondly, the 
analysis of financial statements also highlighted a few issues regarding long-term 
solvency and efficiency of financial management of the CAC.    Both their debt to assets 
and debt to equity ratios came out at 0.6, higher than the ideal ratio of 0.4.  Such ratios 
are a measure of all of a company's future obligations relative to equity and assets. A 
high number indicates that the organization is too reliant on borrowed capital that it 
cannot repay based on its current financial state63.    
VOLUNTEER ENGAGEMENT 
 As noted in my SWOT analysis, the lack of a full time Volunteer Coordinator at 
the CAC often results in a shortage of volunteers for special events.  Furthermore, when 
compared to the established best practices in volunteer engagement, it is clear that the 
center is in serious need of a paid Volunteer Coordinator in order to effectively recruit 
and utilize volunteers in the future. 
                                               
62 Chen, Greg G., Lynne A. Weikart, and Ed Sermier. Budgeting and Financial Management for 
Nonprofit Organizations: Using Money to Drive Mission Success. Washington, D.C.: CQ, 2012. Print. 
Page 145 
63 Chen, Greg G., Lynne A. Weikart, and Ed Sermier. Budgeting and Financial Management for 
Nonprofit Organizations: Using Money to Drive Mission Success. Washington, D.C.: CQ, 2012. Print. 
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According to Principles and Practices for Nonprofit Excellence in Kentucky, a 
nonprofit should develop a volunteer engagement plan that addresses the purpose, 
need, and budget for volunteers on an annual basis64.  Furthermore, the organization 
should create written descriptions for all regular volunteer positions, as well as 
standardized methods of recruitment, screening, training, and evaluation65.  Such 
processes would ensure adequate and efficient volunteer support during events, 
something which is a major issue for the CAC at present. 
INFORMATION AND TECHONOLOGY 
 As a matter of importance, a nonprofit organization should always allocate 
sufficient resources to train its staff in the appropriate use of its technology systems66.  
During my time as an intern at the CAC, I observed that many members of staff had not 
yet been trained in Altru, which as a diverse and flexible system should be understood 
by all members of staff and used as a customer service and development tool.  The 
Ogden Museum has also recently switched to using Altru as its sole database software. 
The entire Museum staff was required to take a training course, with each department 
taking a course (available both in person and online) that was specific to their needs.  
This has ensured a smooth transition from Raiser’s Edge, something which has been 
problematic for the CAC, and has allowed the Ogden to fully exploit Altru’s many 
functions.  
                                               
64 "Principles and Practices for Nonprofit Excellency in Kentucky."Kentuckynonprofits.org. Kentucky 
Nonprofit Network, 2012. Web. 29 Aug. 2014. Page 15 
65 Ibid 
66 "Principles and Practices for Nonprofit Excellency in Kentucky."Kentuckynonprofits.org. Kentucky 
Nonprofit Network, 2012. Web. 29 Aug. 2014. Page 23 
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A nonprofit should implement good technology practices, including a secure 
server that networks staff workstations for data and file sharing67.  I noticed that while 
some departments relied on a share-drive to store and share information, others used 
Googledocs.  The lack of a consistent digital record keeping system is detrimental to the 
efficiency of the organization, as things are lost, misplaced, and often not shared 
between departments in a timely manner, if at all. 
 Finally, a nonprofit should monitor ongoing technological developments that 
have the potential to impact its information systems or ability to fulfill its mission68.  For 
example, new methods of online marketing such as Instagram or Vine are not being 
utilized by the CAC.  Additionally, many technological resources such as the PA system 
in the main gallery are not functional or up to date.   
  
                                               
67 Ibid 
68 Ibid 
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CHAPTER 5 – RECOMMENDATIONS  
DEVELOPMENT 
 As can be seen from the decrease in revenue from year to year, the CAC needs to 
address its development plan as a matter of urgency.   A Development Director, while 
not essential in the nonprofit sector, would certainly help to give leadership and 
guidance to the current development department.  Effective leadership and full time 
staff members dedicated solely to development would result in more efficient fund 
development practices, lowering direct fundraising costs and increasing returns.   
Even if this addition to staffing is not viable, there are still improvements that can 
be made to the present situation.  Standardizing the process of approaching donors and 
developing these relationships to sustain them from year to year would improve donor 
cultivation and most importantly retention.  Furthermore, expanding the CAC 
membership pool to new audiences by addressing different needs can increase revenue. 
For example a discounted membership price for military, or lower level Collector’s Club 
packages for students and young people who like to collect prints by local artists would 
attract a new audience, thus improving revenue from membership. 
 Finally, using Altru efficiently as a development tool would help to regulate 
fundraising practices, improving efficiency and allowing the CAC to work towards a 
balanced budget through increased monitoring of spending and revenue.  Altru has 
features to add fundraising goals, key performance indicators, track membership 
activities and projected revenue, and process payments via direct debit or credit card.  
Effective use of such a tool will revolutionize development at the CAC, and eventually 
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lead to improvements in financial sustainability as both spending and revenue are more 
closely monitored.  
FUNDRASING EVENTS 
 According to Fundraising Principles and Practices, the principal purpose of 
fundraising events, besides raising money of course, is the education and cultivation of 
supporters69.  The CAC should therefore work on branding their special events, White 
Linen Night in particular, so as to better connect them with the mission and work of the 
center.   Some suggestions to achieve stronger brand recognition at special events 
include branded merchandise such as cups, koozies, ponchos, or t-shirts.  Branded 
photo booths or “selfie” opportunities at special events would encourage guests to share 
the CAC’s brand on social media.  
Identifying a specific purpose for the funds raised by each event would also be 
beneficial to the center, allowing it to market events more effectively to both attendees 
and donors. For example, each MFAH event has a specified area of the institution that 
will be benefitted. Not only does this allow targeted marketing, it also predetermines 
how money will be spent resulting in more efficient financial management. MFAH also 
has a greater variety of special events (ten in the 2014-15 season), and far more efficient 
processes associated with each than the CAC.  Implementing these best practices would 
result in significant improvements in special events at the CAC. 
                                               
69 Sargeant, Adrian, and Jen Shang. Fundraising Principles and Practice. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 
2010. Print. Page 522 
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Finally, staffing for special events, including volunteer engagement, should be 
improved to allow for the events to grow and develop.  Special events at the CAC are 
currently limited as potential fundraisers by the lack of a Special Events Coordinator 
and Volunteer Coordinator.  Hiring staff members to fill such positions would allow the 
development department to focus on fundraising, improving both the quality of each 
event and its financial returns. 
MARKETING 
 The CAC must address its marketing strategy in order to fully take advantage of 
the opportunities presented by the growing population and tourist industry in New 
Orleans.  As I have already suggested, branded merchandise and photo opportunities at 
special events are a great way to spread the CAC ‘s name quickly and easily.  However, 
one of the main issues that marketing needs to address is getting people into the gallery 
on a daily basis.  During my internship, the gallery was consistently under-attended, and 
I noticed that although a great deal of time and effort was spent on marketing for special 
events, marketing directed at day-to-day visitors was not a priority.   
 NOMA gets people into the gallery by having Late Nights on Fridays and free 
admission for students on Wednesdays, and the Ogden hosts Ogden After Hours on 
Thursday evenings.  The CAC currently has no such initiative, and therefore nothing to 
stimulate attendance from week-to-week.  Furthermore, both competing institutions tie 
special events to their social media marketing strategies.  The Ogden Museum for 
example, posts a Twitter “word” each Thursday, which will grant free admission to 
Ogden After Hours to the first ten attendees to use it.  As I have previously noted, social 
media is a weakness for the CAC, so creating an initiative that encourages people to 
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follow their social network pages would help to resolve this issue.  Staffing sufficiency is 
perhaps at the root of the CAC’s social media deficiencies, so an ongoing social media 
intern would also be beneficial. 
OPERATIONAL 
 There are several operational recommendations that would improve the general 
efficiency of the CAC.  First and foremost, standardized record keeping would improve 
the CAC’s operations immediately, and lead to more efficient processes in the future.  
The use of Googledocs as the only online record keeping system would result in 
consistent records that can be updated in real time, and prevent documents from being 
misplaced.   As interns handle much of the filing, a handbook or guidelines for incoming 
interns would be beneficial to both interns and the CAC. The CAC relies on interns, and 
because they often have a high turnover of them during any given time, a handbook 
would help maintain a consistent working standard and take some of the initial 
orientation responsibilities away from their supervisors. 
Indeed, overburdened staff members are another common issue for the CAC.  
Hiring additional staff would certainly alleviate the pressure on certain staff members to 
be “all things to all people”.  However, if this is not an option, simply clarifying job 
descriptions and improving departmentalization would prevent the current overlap in 
responsibilities, thus increasing productivity. 
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CONCLUSION 
 The CAC is in a critical time of transition following the appointment of new 
Executive Director Neil Barclay.  As a cultural nucleus that has historically nurtured 
surrounding arts organizations and artists, I truly believe that the survival of the center 
is of critical importance to the sustained growth of the New Orleans’ Warehouse District.  
Although advancements have been made in terms of the center’s audience, 
programming, and revenue sources, there is still a lot of progress to be made.  Following 
my time as an intern at the CAC, I was able to observe the key issues facing the center, 
the most pressing of which is with fund development, and thus indirectly with staffing 
sufficiency in this department.    If the decline in revenue and support that I have seen in 
the CAC’s past financial reports is not rectified as a matter of urgency, it will not be able 
to sustain operations in the coming years as the economic climate continues to cause 
hardship in the nonprofit sector following the 2008 recession. 
If the CAC is able to allocate adequate resources to Barclay’s vision of a nationally 
recognized and financially stable cultural center, the CAC has a promising future ahead 
of it.  Certainly, the growing population and tourism in the city is now offering the CAC 
the chance to make this vision a reality. Barclay has no doubt that the center will 
succeed under his guidance, saying: “To me, it’s all about possibilities.  My expectations 
were to do something exciting and extraordinary.  We just need it to really work for us a 
little better. I think we can do that. I really do”70. 
 
                                               
70 Rhines, Brad. "DRAWN TO THE CENTER: NEIL BARCLAY TAKES OVER NEW ORLEANS' CAC." 
RSS. Southern Glossary, 15 July 2013. Web. 20 September 2014. 
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APPENDIX A – CONTEMPORARY ARTS CENTER BY-
LAWS 
 
  
 
 
                          CONTEMPORARY ARTS CENTER  
       BY-LAWS 
 
ARTICLE I 
 
Offices 
 
Section A. Principal Office. The principal office of the Contemporary Arts 
Center (the "Corporation") shall be located at 900 Camp Street in New Orleans, 
Louisiana. 
 
Section B. Other Offices. The Corporation may have such additional offices 
within the State of Louisiana as the Board of Directors may establish. 
 
ARTICLE II 
Structure 
 
Section A. Members. The Corporation shall be a membership organization. The 
members of the Board of Directors shall constitute the voting members of the 
Corporation ("Voting Members" or "Voting Membership"). The Board of Directors shall fix 
the classes and terms and conditions of general membership which shall be non-voting 
("General Members" or "General Membership"). 
Section B. Stock. The Corporation shall be organized on a non-stock basis. 
 
      ARTICLE III 
Board of Directors 
 
Section A. General Powers. Subject to the limitations contained within the 
provisions of the Louisiana Non-profit Corporation law (La. R.S. 12:201 et seq.), the 
1 
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Articles of Incorporation, these By-Laws , and all policies established by the  Corporation's 
Board of Directors, the Board of Directors shall set the policies of the Corporation, shall 
supervise, manage, and control the affairs and activities of the Corporation, and may 
adopt positions on issues of substance related to the purpose of the Corporation. All the 
powers of this Corporation shall be exercised by, or under the authority of, the Board of 
directors. Without prejudice to such general powers, but subject to the same limitations, 
it is hereby expressly declared that the Board of Directors shall have the following 
powers, to wit: 
 
First To select and remove the officers of this Corporation, to 
prescribe such powers and duties for them as may not be 
inconsistent with the Louisiana Non-profit Corporation law, the Articles 
of Incorporation , or these By Laws, and to employ, discharge, and fix 
the compensation of, Corporation personnel. 
 
Second: To conduct, manage, control and establish policies 
concerning the affairs and business of the Corporation; to determine on 
an annual or other basis the substantive areas in which the 
Corporation's activities are to be concentrated and to authorize 
advocacy activities including litigation or other means, by which they 
may be undertaken; to establish on an annual or other basis the 
priorities of the Corporation; and to oversee generally the 
implementation of the Corporations'  program . 
 
Third: To borrow money .and incur indebtedness for the 
purpose of the Corporation, and to cause to be executed and 
delivered therefore, in the name of the Corporation, promissory 
notes, bonds, debentures, deed of trust, mortgages, pledges, 
hypothecations, or other evidences of debt and securities therefore. 
 
Among the policies to be set by the Board shall be policies prescribing the obligations of 
the Board members with respect to fundraising and financial contributions, attendance 
at meetings, and commitment of time and effort to the affairs of the Corporation . 
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Section B. Duties of the Board Members . 
A. Each Director shall be a member in good standing. 
B. Each Director is expected to attend regularly scheduled meetings. 
No Director shall have three (3) consecutive unexcused absences from regularly 
scheduled directors meetings. 
C. Each Director shall actively serve on one (1) or more committees 
D. Each Director shall participate in Fund Raising activities 
E. Failure to meet these requirements  may result in a request for the resignation 
of the Director. 
 
Section C. Number and Qualification of Directors. The authorized number of 
Directors. to be set by  the Board of Directors, not including non-voting emeritus 
members, shall be no less than twenty (20) nor more than fifty (50). 
 
Section D. Election and Term of Office.  All elections to the Board of Directors shall 
be for two-year terms, except that, if the Board of Directors increases the size of the 
Board the terms of Directors elected to such new positions shall be staggered in such a 
way as to cause the terms of approximately one- half of all the Directors to expire each 
year. Directors shall be elected by majority vote of Directors present, in person or by proxy, 
at an annual, regular, or special meeting of the Board called for that purpose. Directors 
may serve two (2) consecutive terms; however if a Board Member serves as an officer or 
is a member of the Executive Committee or is the Chairman or Vice- Chairman of any 
committee, the Board Member may serve consecutive terms until such time as the Board 
Member ceases to hold such office or committee position. 
 
Section E.  Vacancies. Any vacancy occurring in the Board of Directors, including 
a vacancy resulting from an increase in the number of Directors comprising the Board, 
shall be filled by majority vote of the Directors present in person or by proxy, at an annual, 
regular, or special meeting called for that purpose. A Director elected to fill vacancy other 
than a vacancy resulting from an increase in the number of Directors shall be elected for 
the unexpired term of his or her predecessor in officer. A Director elected to fill a vacancy 
resulting from an increase in the number of Directors shall serve until the next annual 
meeting of the Board of Directors. 
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  Section F.  Resignation and Removal. Any director may resign at any time by 
notifying the Chairman of the Board and President or Secretary in writing. Such 
resignation shall take effect on the date of receipt of such notice or at any other time 
therein specified, and, unless otherwise specified, the acceptance of such resignation 
shall not be necessary to make effective. After reasonable notice and an opportunity to 
respond, a Director may be removed at any time, for cause, by a majority vote of the 
Directors present, in person or by proxy, at an annual, regular or special meeting called 
for that purpose and if in their judgment the best interests of the corporation would be 
served thereby. 
 
Section G.  Compensation. Directors shall not receive any salaries or fees for their 
services as Directors, provided, however, that, to the extent permitted by law, nothing 
herein contained shall be construed to preclude any Director from serving the 
Corporation in any other capacity and receiving compensation therefore or from being 
reimbursed for ordinary and necessary expenses that he or she may incur in 
transacting business on behalf of the Corporation. 
 
Section H.   Indemnification of Directors. To the fullest extent permitted by 
present or subsequent law, the Corporation shall indemnify its Directors and Officers, or 
former Directors and Officers, against judgments  and fines (whether civil, criminal, 
administrative, or investigative) and amounts paid in settlement, costs, and expenses 
(including reasonable attorney's fees) actually and necessarily incurred by him or her in 
connection with the defense of any pending or threatened action, suit, or proceeding in 
which he or she is or may be made a party by reason of having been such Director or 
Officer, for acts or omissions committed within the scope of activity as a Director or 
Officer, provided that the Board of Directors determines that the person or persons to be 
indemnified reasonably believed that he or she was acting in the best interests of the 
Corporation, and did not act willfully, with gross negligence, or with fraudulent or criminal 
intent. 
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ARTICLE IV 
 
Officers of the Board 
 
Section A.  Officers. Officers of the Corporation need not be Directors. The Officers 
of the Corporation shall be Chairperson of the Board and President (hereinafter referred to 
as "Chair"), Executive Director, Vice-President, Secretary, and Treasurer. The Corporation 
may also have, at the discretion of the Board of Directors, such other Officers as may be 
appointed by the Board of Directors. No Director may hold more than one office at any 
time, except that the offices of Chairman of the Board and President shall be held by the 
same director. 
 
Section B. Election. The Officers shall be elected annually by the Board of 
Directors and each shall hold officer until he or she resigns, is removed, or otherwise is 
disqualified to serve, or until his or her successor is elected. Officers may serve more 
than one term. Vacancies (due to removal, resignation, disqualification, death, or 
otherwise) may be filled for the unexpired portion of the term, or new offices created and 
filled, at any meeting of the Board of Directors, by majority vote of the Board of Directors. 
 
Section C.  Resignation and Removal. Any Officer may resign his or her office at 
any time by notifying the Chair or Secretary in writing. Such resignation shall take effect on 
the date of receipt of such notice or at any other time therein specified, and , unless 
otherwise specified, the acceptance of such resignation shall not be necessary to make it 
effective. An officer may be removed at any time, for cause, by a majority vote of the 
Board of Directors present, presides at all meetings of the Board and of the Executive 
Committee and shall exercise and perform such other powers and duties as may be 
assigned to him or her from time to time by the Board of prescribed by the By Laws. 
 
Section D. Chairman.    The Chairman of the Board of Directors shall be President of 
the Corporation and, if present, shall preside at all meetings of the Board and of the 
 Executive Committee and shall exercise and perform such other powers and duties as 
may be assigned to him or her from time to time by the Board prescribed by these By 
 laws. 
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Section E. Executive Director. The Executive Director shall serve at the pleasure of 
the Board of Directors and shall be the Chief Operating Officer of the Corporation, He 
shall execute on behalf of the Corporation all decisions adopted by the Board of Directors 
or the Executive Committee. In that connection, he or she shall conduct and administer  
the affairs of the Corporation and exercise those powers and duties which normally 
pertain to the position of the chief operations officer, including but not limited to the 
authority to execute contracts or other instruments on behalf of the Corporation, to hire 
and discharge employees, to present to the Board annually for its consideration a 
proposal setting forth the priorities and substantive areas in which the Corporation's 
activities are proposed to be concentrated in the coming year. He or she shall have such 
other powers and duties as shall be prescribed by the Board of Directors or Executive 
Committee, under whose supervision he or shall act. At any time that the Corporation 
shall not have an Executive Director, the President shall have the responsibilities of that 
position unless the Board of Directors shall otherwise direct. The Executive Director shall 
serve as an ex-officio, non-voting member of the Executive Committee and all other 
committees. 
 
Section F. Vice President. The Vice President shall exercise and perform such 
powers and duties as may be assigned to him or her by the Board of Directors. The Vice 
President shall serve ex-officio as chair of the Strategic Plan Implementation Committee. 
 
Section G. Secretary. The Secretary shall keep on behalf of the Corporation the 
minutes of all meetings of the Board of Directors and the Executive Committee, and any 
committees having the authority of the Board of Directors. The minutes shall include the 
time and place of the meeting, notice given, names of those present and the proceedings 
thereof. The Secretary shall be responsible that all notices are duly given in accordance 
with these By-Laws and as required by law. The Secretary may carry direct that these 
foregoing responsibilities be carried out by a qualified staff member of the Corporation . 
The Secretary shall be the custodian of the records of the Corporation, and, 
in general, shall perform all duties incidental to the office of Secretary and such other 
duties as may from time to time be assigned by the Chair or the Board.  The Secretary 
shall also be designated the registered agent of the Corporation, or shall direct that such 
responsibility be carried out by another qualified person. 
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Section H. Treasurer. The Treasurer shall keep and maintain adequate and 
correct books of account showing the receipts and disbursements of the Corporation, 
and an account of its cash and other assets.  Such books of account shall at reasonable 
times be open to inspection by any Director.  The Treasurer shall deposit all monies of the 
Corporation with such bank as designated by the Board, and shall disburse the funds of 
the Corporation as may be ordered by the Board and shall render to the Chair, upon 
request, statements of the financial condition of the Corporation. The Board may direct 
that the foregoing responsibilities be carried out by a qualified member of the staff of the 
Corporation.  The Treasurer shall also, in general, perform all duties incidental to the 
office of Treasurer and such other duties as may from time to time be assigned by the 
Board or the Chair.  The Treasurer shall serve ex-officio as chair of the Finance 
Committee. 
ARTICLE V 
Committees of the Board 
 
Section A.  Executive Committee. There shall be an Executive Committee of the 
Board of Directors composed of eleven (11) members, and shall include the Chairman of 
the Board and President; Vice President; who also serves ex-officio as  chair of the 
Strategic Plan Implementation Committee; Secretary;  Treasurer, who also serves-ex 
officio as chair of the Finance Committee; chairs of the other six standing committees 
listed in Article V, Section C, below; and one member chosen at large by majority vote of 
the Board of Directors at any meeting of the Board of Directors.  The Executive Director 
shall be an ex-officio, non-voting member of the Executive Committee. 
The Chair shall preside at all meetings of the Board and of the Executive 
 Committee and shall exercise and perform such other powers and duties as may be 
assigned to him or her from time to time by the Board prescribed by the By-Laws. 
Meetings of the Executive Committee may be called by the Chair, by any two members 
of the Executive Committee, or by the Executive Director upon written notice to the 
members of the committee of the time, place and purpose of such meeting. 
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Subject to any limitation imposed by law, the Articles of Incorporation or by 
resolution of the Board of Directors, the Executive Committee may or interpret and 
communicate the position of the Corporation on issues related to the Corporation's 
purposes and activities, where in its judgment an urgent situation exists which requires 
prompt action on the part of the Corporation. The Executive Committee also may conduct 
other business of the Corporation requiring urgent attention, provided that it does not 
take any action contrary to any policy adopted by the Board. 
 
Section B. Other Board Committees and Task Forces. In addition to the Executive 
Committee that is established by these By Laws, the Board of Directors may organize 
itself, including persons who are not Directors, into various other committees and task 
forces in order to better fulfill its responsibilities. Any such committee or task force shall 
not be authorized to act on behalf of the Corporation, but shall serve solely in an advisory 
capacity in making such recommendations to the Board of Directors as it concludes 
are desirable or expedient. 
 
Section C. Standing Committees. In addition to the Executive Committee, the 
Standing Committees shall be Board Engagement, Development, Education, Finance, 
Governance, Performing Arts, Strategic Plan Implementation, and Visual Arts. All 
committees will keep written minutes of their meetings, which will become part of the 
permanent records of the Corporation. 
 
Section D. Composition and Responsibility.  The Chair shall appoint ad hoc 
 committees. The number and responsibilities of these committees shall be determined by 
the Executive committee. 
 
Section E. Chairs of Committees. The Chair, in consultation with the Executive 
Committee and staff, shall recommend Chairpersons of committees for approval by the 
Board of Directors. Chairpersons shall appoint committee members from the Board of 
Directors and the membership . 
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motion to the secretary by mail or telecopy at least seven (7) days before the desired 
meeting. These motions shall set forth the purpose of the meeting, as well as the time and 
place. The Secretary shall then send notice of the meeting to all Directors at least seven 
(7) days prior thereto. The Directors in attendance may raise new issues at the meeting. 
 
Section D. Committee Meetings. Written notice of the time and place of all 
Committee meetings shall be given to each member of the Committee or sent to each 
either personally, by mail or by e-mail, addressed to his or her address as it is shown 
upon records of the Corporation , by telecopy or e-mail directed to the telecopy number or e-
mail address shown on the records of the Corporation. In case such notice is mailed, it shall 
be deposited in the United States mail at least three (3) days prior to the time of the holding 
of the meeting. In case such notice is given by telecopy, facsimile or e-mail, such notice shall 
be transmitted at least three (3) days prior to the time of the meeting. 
 
Section E. Notice of Meeting. Such mailing or delivery by the Secretary for the 
purposes of Board of Director or Committee meetings, as described above, shall be due, 
legal, and personal notice to such Director or Member . All notices shall specify, in addition to 
the time and place of such meeting, the purpose of amending the Articles of Incorporation 
or these By Laws or electing or removing one or more Directors or Officers, if such be a 
purpose of the meeting, and such other matters, if any, as may be required by law. 
 
Section F. Waiver of Notice. Any director may waive notice of any meeting. The 
   attendance of any Director at any meeting shall constitute a waiver of notice of such 
meeting, except where a Director attends a meeting for the express purpose of objecting 
 to the transaction of any business on the ground that the meeting is not lawfully called or 
convened. The transactions of any meeting of the Board of Directors, or of the Executive 
Committee or any other committee of the Board, however called and noticed or wherever held, 
shall be deemed valid as though a meeting had been duly noticed and held if, before or 
after the meeting, Directors who are not present sign a written waiver of notice or a 
consent to holding such meeting, or an approval of the minutes thereof. All such waivers, 
consents, or approvals shall be filed with the corporate records or made a part of the 
minutes of the meeting. 
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Section G. Quorum. Fifteen (15) of the Directors currently serving shall be necessary 
to constitute a quorum for the transaction of business at any meeting of the Board of 
Directors, and three-fifths (3/5) of the Directors presently serving on the Executive Committee 
or one half (1/2) of the members of any other committee of the Board having the authority 
of the Board of Directors shall be necessary to constitute a quorum for the transaction of 
business at any such committee meeting, but in no event, shall a quorum consist of fewer 
than three attendees.  Any or all Directors may participate in any meeting of the Board of 
Directors, the Executive Committee, or any other committee of the Board by means of a 
telephone conference by which all persons are able to hear one another as well  as by proxy, 
and such participation  shall constitute presence in person at the meeting. 
 
Section H. Manner of Acting. Every act or decision done or made by a majority of 
the Directors present at a meeting duly held at which a quorum is present shall be 
regarded as the act of the Board of Directors, or of the Executive Committee or other 
committee of the Board (if the act or decision is done or made by committee), except 
where these By Laws require decisions by a majority or more of the Directors presently 
serving. Any action required or permitted to be taken at a meeting of the Board of 
Directors, Executive Committee, or other committee of the Board may be taken without a 
meeting if consent in writing, setting forth the action to be taken, shall be signed by all of 
the Directors entitled to vote with respect  to the subject matter thereof. Such  consent 
 shall have the same force and effect as a unanimous vote. Section I. Adjourned Meetings 
and Notices Thereof. Any meeting of the Board of Directors. annual,  regular, or special, 
or of the Executive Committee or any other committee of the Board, whether or not 
a quorum is present, may be adjourned by majority vote of the Directors present, but 
in the absence of a quorum no other business may be transacted at such meeting. When 
any meeting of the Board of Directors, annual, regular. or special, or of the Executive 
Committee or any other committee of the Board. is adjourned for thirty days or more, notice 
of the adjourned meeting shall be given as in the case of an original meeting, except it 
shall not be necessary to give any notice of an adjournment or of the business to be 
transacted at an adjourned meeting other than by announcement at the meeting at which 
such adjournment is taken. 
 
Section J. Notice of Adjournment. Notice of the time and place of the holding of 
an adjourned meeting shall, if feasible, be given to absent Directors if the time and 
place is fixed at the meeting adjourned. 
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Section F. Resignation and Removal. Any member of the Nominating Committee may 
resign at any time by notifying the Chair or Secretary or the chair of the Nominating Committee 
in writing. Such resignation shall take effect on the date of receipt of such notice or at any 
other time therein specified, and, unless otherwise specified, the acceptance of such 
resignation shall not be necessary to make it effective. After reasonable notice and an 
opportunity to respond, a Nominations committee member may be removed at  any time, for 
cause, by  a vote of a majority of the Board of Directors present, in person or by proxy, if in 
their judgment the best interests of the Corporation would be served thereby. 
 
ARTICLE VIII 
 Voting Members Meeting 
 
Section A. Annual Meeting. The Annual Meeting of the Voting Members shall be 
held in May and shall be for the purpose of electing Directors, receiving reports of the 
officers and committees, and for any other business of the membership that may properly 
come before the meeting. At least ten (10) days notice shall be sent to the address of 
record of each Voting Member. 
 
Section B. Election of Officers. Immediately following the Annual Meeting, the 
newly elected Board of Directors shall hold a meeting to elect new officers. 
 
Section C. Special Membership Meetings. Special meetings of the Voting Member 
may be called by the Chair, or by five (5) Directors and shall be called upon written 
request to the Secretary by twenty-five (25) General or Voting Members of the 
Corporation. The purpose of the special meeting shall be stated in the call. At least ten 
 (10)  days  notice shall be sent to the address of record of each member. 
 
Section D. Quorum. Fifteen (15) Voting Members in good standing in the 
Corporation in attendance or voting by proxy shall constitute a quorum at regular or 
special meetings of the membership. 
 
Section E. Proxy. Members wishing to vote by proxy must inform the Secretary in 
writing prior to the meeting, stating the name of the members to whom they have 
entrusted their proxy. Proxy voting may not be extended beyond a single meeting. 
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Section F. Any Voting Member may participate in a Membership meeting by 
means of a telephone conference by which all persons are able to hear one another and 
such participation shall constitute presence in person at meeting. 
 
ARTICLE IX 
 Policy Guidelines 
 
Section A. Control of the Corporation. The policies and programs of the Corporation 
shall be the responsibility of the Board of Directors which shall be representative of the 
public interest and which shall not be controlled by employees or persons who litigate on 
behalf of the Corporation or by any organization that is not itself an organization described in 
Section 501(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code. 
 
Section B. Advocacy Activities. The Board of Directors shall not permit any person 
employed by the Corporation to engage in any advocacy activity on behalf of the 
Corporation, including litigation, unless (1) such advocacy activity can reasonably be said 
to be in representation of a broad public interest rather than a private interest, (2) such 
advocacy activity is reasonably designed to present a position on behalf of the public at 
large on matters of public interest to residents of the state, and (3) such advocacy 
activity is reasonably designed , if successful, to have an impact beyond an individual 
case or client. In addition, the Corporation shall select advocacy activities that: 
- Lend themselves to systemic or institutional approaches; 
- Are not adequately addressed by other groups; and 
- Are within the resources and powers of the Corporation to effectively carry out 
     In addition, in selecting its advocacy activities, the Corporation sha
.
ll give consideration to 
whether the activities will have visibility and clear potential for alerting citizens or 
motivating similar institutions to reform, and which will allow the Corporation to adopt a 
multidisciplinary  approach.
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ARTICLE X 
Miscellaneous 
 
Section A. Proxy.  Any member absent from a meeting of the Board, Executive 
Committee or any committee thereof may be represented by proxy by any other director 
or member  who  may  cast the  vote of  the absent  director according  to the written 
 instructions, general or special, of the  absent director. 
 
Section  B. Participation by Telephone. The Board of Directors , Executive Committee 
or any committee may participate in a meeting by means of conference telephone or similar 
communications equipment pursuant to which all  persons participating in the meeting can 
hear and communicate with each other. 
 
Section C. Action By Unanimous Consent.  The Board of Directors may also take any 
and all action by executing a unanimous consent signed by all of the Directors. This written 
consent shall be in place of a meeting and the actions taken in the written consent shall 
have the full force and effect as if the resolutions were addressed and voted upon in an 
actual meeting. The written consent may be executed in counterparts by the Directors. 
 
Section D. Tax Returns and Financial Statements. The Corporation shall file 
timely its annual federal and Louisiana income tax returns as required by federal and state 
tax regulations and instructions . 
 
Section E. Separate Operation. The Corporation shall not be operated, through 
sharing of office space or otherwise, in a manner so as to create identification or 
confusion with a private, for-profit firm. 
 
Section F. Execution of Documents. The Board of Directors may authorize any 
officer or officers, agent or agents, or the Executive Director, to enter into any contract or 
execute any instrument in the name of and on behalf of the Corporation, and such 
authority may be general or confined to specific instances. Unless so authorized by the 
Board of Directors, no officer, agent, or other person shall have any power or authority to 
bind the Corporation by any contract or engagement or to pledge its credit or render it 
liable for any purpose or to any amount. 
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Section G. Inspection of  By  Laws.  The Corporation  shall keep  in its principal 
 office the original or a copy of these By laws, as amended or otherwise altered to date, 
certified by the Secretary, which shall be open to inspection by the Board of Directors at 
all reasonable times during officer hours. 
 
Section H. Fiscal Year. The Fiscal Year of the Corporation shall begin on the first 
day of July and end on the last day of June of the following year unless otherwise 
determined by the Board of Directors. 
 
Section I.  Accountant. The Corporation shall retain the services of an accountant. 
 
ARTICLE XI 
Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws 
 
Section A.  Alteration, Amendment or Repeal. The Articles of Incorporation 
  and By-Laws may be altered, amended or repealed by the vote of a majority of the 
Directors of the Corporation present, in person or by proxy, or by the written consent of 
a majority of the Directors. 
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r'·.  
CERTIFICATION  OF   ADOPTION 
 
 
I, Secretary of the Corporation, do certify that the foregoing Amended and Restated 
By-Laws of the Contemporary Arts Center were approved and adopted by and on behalf  of 
the Corporation by its Board of Directors on June 3, 2008 and are currently 
in effect. 
 
 
Date: June 3, 2008 
 
 
 
 
Secretary 
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AMMENDMENT I 
 
Section A. Standing Legal Committee – Following a motion made, seconded and discussed at the 
February 2nd, 2011 Board meeting. The Board of Directors has voted to amend the CAC Bylaws (Article V, 
Section C) to establish a standing legal committee that will address & make recommendations to the 
Executive Director as matters arise. All Board members are welcome to serve. 
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APPENDIX B – FY2014 Contemporary Arts Center 
Board of Trustees 
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APPENDIX C – CONTEMPORARY ARTS CENTER STAFF 
STRUCTURE 
 
CAC Staff 
 
 
Neil Barclay, Director and CEO 
Merit Shalett, Senior Associate Director 
Allison Abney, External Affairs Coordinator 
Lindsay Barfield, Exhibitions Coordinator and Chief Preparator 
Jessica Chevis, Institutional Giving Manager 
Christine T. Dunaway, Development and Membership Manager 
Freddi W. Evans, Associate Director of Education and Public Programs 
Jennifer Francino, Visual Arts Manager 
Michele Frentzos, Financial Services Manager 
Lisa Kirwin, Building Manager 
Ken Korman, Development Specialist 
Ludis Mergins, Cafe Supervisor 
Shelley Middleberg, Associate Director of Rentals and Hospitality Services 
Courtney Mouton, Finance Associate 
Raelle Myrick-Hodges, Curator of Performing Arts 
Sam Oliver, Special Assistant to the Director 
Lindsay Owens, Associate Director of External Affairs 
Colin Roberson, Patron Services Coordinator 
Nanette Saucier, Associate Director of Finance and Human Resources 
Mariana Sheppard, Education and Public Programs Manager 
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APPENDIX D – CONTEMPORARY ARTS CENTER 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 2013 
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APPENDIX E – CONTEMPORARY ARTS CENTER FY 
2012 990 FORM  
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APPENDIX F – CONTEMPORARY ARTS CENTER RATIO 
ANALYSIS 
Measuring the CAC’s Liquidity 
Current Ratio = 1.12 
Current Assets / Current Liabilities = Current Ratio 
$673,914 / $603,179 = 1.12 
 
The Contemporary Art Center’s current ratio of 1.12 indicates an acceptable level of 
liquidity. A ratio of 2 or higher would be more comfortable, but as the number is higher 
than 1, it is within a reasonable range. 
 
Working Capital Ratio = $70,735 
Current Assets - Current Liabilities = Working Capital Ratio 
$673,914 - $603,179 = $70,735 
 
As the CAC’s working capital ratio is higher than 1, the ratio is considered acceptable. 
The ratio above indicates that the CAC had sufficient working capital to pay its bills in 
2013.  
 
Measuring the CAC’s Long-Term Solvency 
Debt-to-Asset Ratio: FY2012 = 0.12 
FY 2013 = 0.06 
Total Liabilities / Total Assets = Debt-to-Asset Ratio 
FY2012: $1,193,430 / $10,211,826 = 0.12 
FY2013: $603,179 / $10,638,382 = 0.06 
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The ratios above, for FY2012 and FY2012, verify that the CAC is well-within a 
reasonable capacity to repay its debts, and speaks favorably to its long-term fiscal 
health.  
 
Debt-to-Equity Ratio: FY2012 = 0.13 
FY 2013 = 0.06 
Total Liabilities / Net Assets = Debt-to-Equity Ratio 
FY2012: $1,193,430 / $9,018,396 = 0.13 
FY2013: $603,179 / $10,035,203 = 0.06 
 
As FY2012 and FY2013’s Debt-to-Equity and Debt-to-Asset ratios illustrate, the CAC can 
be considered quite secure in its ability to meet long-term obligations.  
 
Measuring the CAC’s Efficiency 
Asset-Turnover Ratio = $0.40 
Total Unrestricted Revenues / Average Total Assets = Asset-Turnover Ratio 
$4,312,004 / $10,425,104 = $0.40 
 
The asset-turnover ratio using FY2013’s total unrestricted revenues indicates that the 
CAC is not generating revenue for every dollar invested. While this is not a desirable 
state, it is a vast improvement over the asset-turnover ratio using FY2012’s total 
unrestricted revenue. When that figure is used in this calculation, an alarming $0.25 
results. The $0.40 alone might be enough to cause concern over the CAC’s methods in 
generating revenue on a day-to-day basis, but it is encouraging to see a fairly significant 
increase from FY2012. It is possible that this represents an upward trend that hopefully 
continues in the following years.  
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Days Receivable Ratio = 2.91 
(Accounts Receivable * 365 Days) / Unrestricted Revenue = Days Receivable Ratio 
($35,386 * 365) / $4,312,004 = 2.91 
 
The impressively-low days-receivable ratio that the CAC saw in FY2013 indicates it took 
a mere 2.91 days to collect accounts receivable once they were pledged. However, this 
number could be - arguably - too good. A very low number can indicate a tendency to 
stockpile resources, rather than spending the resources on achieving the mission. 
However, I believe that in this case, the CAC is instead attempting to recover from 
previous financial woes.  
 
Measuring the CAC’s Profitability 
Profit Margin Ratio = 31% 
Unrestricted Revenue - Expenses = Unrestricted Surplus 
Unrestricted Surplus / Unrestricted Revenues = Profit Margin Ratio 
$4,312,004 - $2,977,208 = $1,334,796 = Unrestricted Surplus 
$1,334,796 / $4,312,004 = 0.31 (31%) 
 
The reason for the difference in “change in net assets” referenced in FY2013’s Statement 
of Activities Figure #) and the value of the unrestricted surplus above is that the CAC 
also calculated a “depreciation expense” that was not taken into consideration in our 
calculations.  
 The FY2013 profit margin ratio indicates that the CAC is in a comfortable 
position, is not running a deficit, and is generating enough surplus to both cover 
inflation and help support the next generation of services. While 31% is a high surplus 
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for a nonprofit, this number is less concerning when the CAC’s recent financial 
problems are taken into consideration. 
 
Contributions Ratio = 48% 
Revenue from individual & corporate contributions / Total Revenue = Contributions 
Ratio 
$937,076 / $1,936,111 = 0.48 (48%) 
 
The contributions ratio, calculated with data from the CAC’s FY2012 Form 990, 
indicates that a notable 48% of the CAC’s revenue is contributed by individual and 
corporate donors. This is on the high end of a normal range for a nonprofit that serves a 
non-religious, non-medical social cause. 
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APPENDIX G – CONTEMPORARY ARTS CENTER 
SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING KIT 
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APPENDIX H – CONTEMPORARY ARTS CENTER 
REVENUE BREAKDOWN 
 
 
REVENUE STREAMS 
 Contributions, Grants, and Membership Fees - $937,076. Including: 
o In-kind contributions (mostly food for events at $43,000) - $50,213 in 
2011/12 
o THE CAC IS SUPPORTED BY: 
 Arts Council of New Orleans; Best Buy; City of New Orleans | 
Edward Wisner Donation; Goldring Family 
Foundation/Woldenberg Foundation; The Hotel Modern; 
Louisiana Division of the Arts; The New Orleans Advocate; Nola 
Paint and Supplies/Farrell~Calhoun Paint; Premium Parking; 
Tchopshop Media 
o EDUCATION AND PUBLIC PROGRAMS SUPPORT: 
 City of New Orleans | Edward Wisner Donation; Cox 
Communications; The Hearst Foundations; The Helis Foundation; 
James R. Moffett Family Foundation; The Joe W. and Dorothy 
Dorsett Brown Foundation; Kinder Morgan Foundation; The Selley 
Foundation; Zemurray Foundation 
o PERFORMING ARTS SUPPORT: 
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 The Boettcher Fund; National Endowment for the Arts; National 
Performance Network; New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Foundation; 
South Arts 
o VISUAL ARTS SUPPORT: 
 The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts; Barrios, 
Kingsdorf & Casteix, LLP; Emily Hall Tremaine Foundation; 
Eugenie & Joseph Jones Family Foundation; Joan Mitchell 
Foundation; The Joe W. and Dorothy Dorsett Brown Foundation; 
National Endowment for the Arts; Sydney & Walda Besthoff 
Foundation; Dathel & Tommy Coleman; Aimée & Mike Siegel 
o BUSINESS ARTS FUND MEMBERS: 
 Arthur Roger Gallery; Barrios, Kingsdorf & Casteix, LLP; Callan 
Contemporary; Hunt Brothers of Louisiana, LLC; Jonathan Ferrara 
Gallery; The Law Offices of Matt Greenbaum; LeMieux Galleries; 
Merrill Lynch 
o GRANTS:  
 The CAC is supported by a grant from the Louisiana Division of the Arts, Office of 
Cultural Development, Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism, in 
cooperation with the Louisiana State Arts Council, and administered by the Arts 
Council of New Orleans.  The CAC is also supported in part by a Community Arts 
Grant made possible by the City of New Orleans and administered by the Arts 
Council of New Orleans. 
 Program Service Revenue - $212,783 in 2011/12 
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 Investment Revenue - $65,353 in 2011/12. Including: 
o Endowment - $2,989 in 2011/12 from a $2,692,664 endowment 
(Endowment decreased in their 2008/9 990) 
 Other Income - $720,899 in 2011/12. Including: 
o Facility rental - $364,171 gross in 2011/12 
o Ticket sales $207,191 in 2011/12   
o Special Events - Such as White Linen Night (gross income $94,489), 
Bourbon and Burlesque, Sweet Arts (gross income $16,574) - $134,473 
2011/12 (but still lost $90,673 after direct expenses) 
o Selling artworks and catalogues - $5,592 in 2011/12 
 
EXPENSES 
According to their 2011/12 990 (Figure #), the CAC’s total expenses for that fiscal year 
(a total of $2,315,748) consisted of the following three line items:  
 Salaries, Other Compensation and Employee Benefits - $1,115,852 
 Professional Fundraising Fees - $372,186 
 Other Expenses - $1,199,896 
Thus the organization’s revenue for the 2011/12 fiscal year, less expenses, was -
$379,673, leaving them with net assets of $9,018,396 by the end of the financial year.   It 
could be observed that expenditure on salaries and benefits is perhaps too high, at 48% 
of total expenses. See Figure # for a full breakdown of expenses.  
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APPENDIX I – WHITE LINEN NIGHT STREET 
LAYOUTS 
 
 
 
 
 
NOT TO SCALE
FIRESTONE LAYOUT 2014 
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S Peters St
Convention Center 
Blvd
 200 Block Julia
Food tent 
--15 ft---
--15 ft---
RIVER
Unnaturals
Generator
NOT TO SCALE
Stage(12x12)
Fulton St
Stage Needs(vols):
- PBR ice chest 
- 1 cs tallboys
- Sign/easel
Key
Tent Light
Beer Hawker
` Trash Can
` Power source
Light Tree
Cajun’s Mini Mart 
(24 HR ATM)
Mulates
Rio Mar
Root
Food Tent Needs:
- Somethin’ Else
- Nola Foods
- Rue 127 (P)
- 4 banquet tables
- 3 white linens/
- 1 black linen
- 1 lite
- 1 extinguisher
Power Station
Honest 
Tea
6-Man Ticketseller:
-2 banquet tables
-2 linens
-6 chairs
8-Man Bar:
-6 banquet tables
-4 white linens
-4 trash cans
-1 coil boxes
-3 ice chests 
Seating:
-5 round tables
-5 square linens
-25 chairs
 
 
 
BC - Julia Le Mense
917-456-7350
(Light pole, 
back of 
stage 
should be 
level with 
this!) 
(Orange 
Sign - ticket 
seller 
should be 
level with 
this!)
Closed doorway to 
Rio Mar
Doorway tp 220 Julia 
St
Doorway to Root
Driveway
Driveway
6ft from edge of sidewalk 
Tent Need:
- 1 lite (client providing 
product, signs, equip)
(Production Truck Staging Area, <noon / >9pm)
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Tchoupitoulas
S Peters
 St
10 man bar
Food tent 
6 Man ticket 
seller
-2 banquet 
tables
-2 linens
-6 chairs
--15 ft---
--15 ft---
Le Mieux 
Gallery(1)
NOAD 
Member
RIVER
NOT TO SCALE
DRAFT 300 Block 
of Julia
Emeril's
Commerce St
Food tent 
Katherine ieken Apt. (1) 3rd floor window
KEY
Tent Light
Beer Hawker
Power source
Trash Can
 Light Tree
Seating
-5 round table
-5 square linens
-20 chairs
-centered
Embassy Suites (2)
Courtyard Marriott 
Parking
- Saucy’s (P)
- Mellow Mushroom (P)
- GW Fins (P)
-4 banquet tables
-3 white linens/1 black 
linen
-1 light
-1 fire extinguisher
- Le Foret
- Charcoal’s (P)
- GG’s Dine-O-Rama 
(P)
-4 banquet tables
-3 white linens/1 black 
linen
-1 light
-1 fire extinguisher
10 man bar
-7 banquet tables
-5 white linens
-4 trash cans
-1 coil boxes
-ice chests 
Le 
Meridien
Power- Tommy's 
(2)
Dirty Coast 
BC - Gabrielle Stewart
225-588-0626
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Magazine
Tchoupitoulas
DRAFT 400 Block 
of Julia
Food tent 
--15 ft---
La. Childrens 
Museum (1)
Jonathan Ferrara 
Gallery- NOAD 
Member
--15 ft---
Arthur Roger Gallery 
(1)- NOAD MEMBER
400 B
400 A
RIVER
Rodrigue Gallery (NOAD 
Member)-->
Soren Christensen 
Gallery- NOAD 
Member
portolets
Boyd Satellite ????
(NOAD Member)
NOT TO SCALE
Peche
Stage
12x16
Egg Yolk  
Food tent
B
e
e
r T
ra
ile
r
Octavia Gallery
(1) NOAD 
Member
CONSTANCE
Food tent 
Latter and 
Blum (2)
Tomas’ 
Bistro
Key
Tent Light
Beer Hawker
Light Tree
Power Source
Trash Can
Seating
-5 round table
-5 square linens
-20 chairs
-centered
Seating
-5 round table
-5 square linens
-20 chairs
-centered
- Nirvana 
- SoBou
- MOPHO
-4 banquet 
tables
-3 white 
linens/1 black 
linen
-1 light
-1 fire 
extinguisher
- Crepes a la Carte 
- Marti’s (P) 
FIREWATCH
-3 banquet tables
-2 white linens/1     
1 black linen
2 4’ Banquet
2 4’ linens
-1 light
-1 fire extinguisher
- Lucy’s (P)
- Foundation Room
- Broussard’s (P)
-4 banquet tables
-3 white linens/1 black 
linen
-1 light
-1 fire extinguisher
8 Man ticket 
seller
-3 banquet 
tables
-3 linens
-8 chairs
8 Man ticket 
seller
-3 banquet 
tables
-3 linens
-8 chairs
10 man bar
-7 banquet tables
-5 white linens
-4 trash cans
-1 coil boxes
- ice chests 
10 man  bar
-7 banquet 
tables
-5 linens
-2 cool boxes
BC 400A - Heather Roberts (662-386-8903)
BC 400B - Kalli Abernathy (205.365.9953) 
Stage 
7 chairs
1 PBR Ice Chest
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Deutsch & 
Kerrigan (2)
Camp
Magazine
DRAFT 500 Block 
of Julia
Food tent
Ariodante (2)
531 Julia 
-15 ft--
-15 ft--
Firestone Lot
Cafe Carmo (2)
M
istin
g
 T
e
n
t
RIVER
NOT TO SCALE
Rodrigue Galery →
(NOAD Member)
Auction House
Coil (2) ??
B
e
e
r 
T
ra
ile
r
CAC TENT 10x40
Key 
Tent Lights
Beer Hawkers
Light Tree
Power Source
Trash Can
Seating
-5 round table
-5 square linens
-20 chairs
-centered
Seating
-5 round table
-5 square linens
-20 chairs
-centered
Nei’s Apartment
- Pinkberry
- Phil's Gril
- SeeD
-4 banquet tables
-3 white linens/1 black 
linen
-1 light
-1 fire extinguisher
8 Man ticket seler
-3 banquet tables
-3 linens
-8 chairs
10 man bar
-7 banquet 
tables
-5 linens
-2 coil boxes
BC - Anna Henschel
646-299-1713
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Steve 
Anderson 
(2)
St. Charles
Camp
DRAFT 600 Block 
of Julia
--15 ft---
--15 ft---
Orvis (1) (2 
outlets)
Church St.
Jean Bragg gallery 
(1) 2nd floor
RIVER
RePurposing
604 Julia
Steve Martin Gallery 
(NOAD)
George Schmidt Gallery 
(NOAD)
Martine Chaisson Gallery and docs 
gallery ---> (NOAD members)
Foundation Fine Art 
Gallery
NOT TO SCALE
John Hill power 
source
Stage 12 x 
12
Mahayla
Key
Tent Light
Beer Hawker
Power Source
Trash Can
Light Tree
Food tent 
Seating
-5 round table
-5 square linens
-20 chairs
-centered
New Orleans 
Will Tent
(2 Lights and 
4 fans from 
ER)
20 Chairs
10 hightops
10 linens
Monster Tent 
8 Man ticket 
seller
-3 banquet 
tables
-3 linens
-8 chairs
10man bar
-7 banquet tables
-5 white linens
-4 trash cans
-1 coil boxes
-3 ice chests 
- Marcello’s
- Bratz Y’all (P)
- Rita’s (P)
-4 banquet tables
-3 white linens/1 
black linen
-1 light
-1 fire extinguisher
NOW Art Wall 9’x12’
Prime Fitness
BC - Rebecca McLaughlin
248-219-6849
Stage - 
5 chairs
1 PBR Ice Chest
1 8’ Banquet
2 black stools
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APPENDIX J – MARKETING MATERIALS WHITE 
LINEN NIGHT  
 
 
 
 
 
 
SATURDAY, AUGUST 2, 2014
Rain Date: August 9
ART OPENINGS AND OUTDOOR CELEBRATION
6–9pm
Up and down Julia Street (200-6 00 blocks) and throughout the  
New Orleans Arts District
FREE Admission
Cash bars and cuisine  by Bratz Y’all!, Broussard’s, Charcoal’s 
Gourmet Burger Bar, Crêpes à la Cart, Foundation Room, GG’s Dine-
O-Rama, GW Fins, Le Foret, Lucy’s Retired Surfers Bar & Restaurant, 
Marcello’s Restaurant & Wine Bar, Marti’s Restaurant, Mellow 
Mushroom, MOPHO, Nirvana Indian Cuisine, Nola Foods, Phil’s Grill, 
Pinkberry, Rita’s Tequila House, Rue 127, Saucy’s BBQ, Seed, SoBou, 
Somethin’ Else Cafe
ENTERTAINMENT ON JULIA STREET
6–9pm
Live music on 3 stages: Egg Yolk Jubilee, Mahayla, and The Unnaturals. 
Curated by Jason Songe.
CONTEMPORARY ARTS CENTER 
900 Camp Street
$10 general admission | FREE to CAC members 
CAC EXHIBITION OPENING RECEPTION
6–9pm  
CAC WHITNEY WHITE LINEN NIGHT AFTER-PARTY
9–11pm
Cash bars and cuisine by Beaucoup Juice: Fresh Juice Snoballs, 
Lucy’s Retired Surfers Bar & Restaurant, Mellow Mushroom, Ooh La 
La Pizza Bistro & Tap House
After-Party Entert ainment: DJ Dance Party featuring DJ sets from 
Bouffant, Bouffant and DVRA, and performances by artists from 
Mark of the Feminine
ON VIEW IN THE CAC GALLERIES
Mark of the Feminine — 
A group show of New Orleans artists, curated by Regine Basha 
International Sculpture Center: Outstanding Student Achievement  
in Contemporary Sculpture Awards
THANK YOU
Mayor’s Office of 
Cultural Economy
Save 15% at the Hotel Modern for Whitney White Linen Night. Call 504.9 62.0900  
or visit www.thehotelmodern.com. Promo Code: WHITELINEN
CONTEMPORARY ARTS CENTER NEW ORLEANS
900 Camp Street  I  504.528.3805  I  www.cacno.org
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APPENDIX K – PERMITTING PROCESS GUIDELINES 
 
1. Go to http://nola.gov/onestop/events/fair-market-festival/  (WWLN is 
classified as a Fair/Market/Festival) 
2. Fill out the Master Application and fill out the following supplements: 
a. A - Attach porta-let rental agreement, call or email Dylan 
at           youreventdelivered.com (504-838-
0358 or Dylan@yourrestroomdelivered.com) to create a preliminary 
contract for this which can be altered at a later date if needed.  Attach 
list of vendors with contact information for each.  At a later point, they 
will all need to either prove that they have an Occupational License, or 
apply for a new one.  For those who don't have one, they will need to go 
to City Hall to submit a vendor application and pay a $50 occupational 
license fee (check only).  They are all classified as "Stationary Vendors", 
and everything else on the form should be straightforward. The form 
they need can be found at: http://nola.gov/nola/media/One-Stop-
Shop/Special%20Events/OSS_BOR_SPECIAL_EVENT_SUPPLEMEN
T_A.pdf  The permit will last one calendar year and is easy to renew. 
Any vendors who participated in 2014 will already have their contact 
info on the Google Drive under “Food Vendors” 
b. B - Fill out one separate form for each of the 5 blocks and attach 
preliminary street layouts (can base them on previous years from the 
google drive), and petitions signed by businesses to approve street 
closure. 
c. E - Attach block by street layouts with fire hydrant info (in Google 
Drive), plus tent flame resistance certificates 
(from jeanne@youreventdelivered.com) 
d. F - Attach architect's approval of stage (can be obtained 
fromjamie@youreventdelivered.com) and full street layout 
e. G - contact wtsalmeron@nola.gov to arrange EMS 
and tgermain@nola.gov to arrange fire watch if necessary, attach full 
block layout 
f. H - attach 501(c)(3) letter 
3. Submit application in full to One Stop on 7th floor of City Hall - contact Clare 
Cahalan with questions at 504-658-7194 or cecahalan@nola.gov 
4. Once this has been submitted you will receive a permit number, send this and 
an email to Brian Cornellison at bcornelison@nola.gov - he is very helpful so 
call with any questions at 504-658-1020 
5. Fill out State Alcohol Permit application; take to the Benson Tower at 1450 
Poydras. It must be notarized and you need to take the CAC’s 501C3 letter plus 
the permit number from the city application (city application does not have to 
be complete for this to happen) 
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6. Attend Event Support Team Meeting to talk to city officials re: White Linen 
Night planning progress. 2014 PowerPoint can be found in the Drive under 
“Permits” > “City Council Presentation”. 
7. Collect completed permit and take to Public Works, City Hall to collect No 
Parking Signs - can only be done once permits have been approved.  No 
Parking signs should be displayed on Julia no later than 48 hours before event 
date and you will need at least 30 for 5 blocks. 
8. Copy and distribute Special Event Permit, Alcohol License, and vendor’s 
occupational licenses to block captains. 
 
 
 
Important Contact Info: 
 
 
 OneStop - 
 Clare Cahalan - 504-658-7194 or cecahalan@nola.gov 
 Wanda Bryant - webryant@nola.gov 
 State Alcohol - 
 Ste. 850,  504-568-7028 
 Your Restroom Delivered 
 Dylan - 504-838-0358 or Dylan@yourrestroomdelivered.com 
 Event Rental 
 jeanne@youreventdelivered.com 504.362.8368 ext. 213 
 jamie@youreventdelivered.com 504.362.8368 ext. 204 
 EMS 
 William Salmeron - wtsalmeron@nola.gov (504)250-2378 
 Fire Watch 
 Thomas St Germain - tgermain@nola.gov 
 Fee Waiver 
 Brian Cornelison at bcornelison@nola.gov 504-658-1020 
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VITA 
 
 
Sarah Stevens was born in Aldeburgh, Suffolk, England. She graduated with Honors in 
Art History from Warwick University, England in 2011. In the following year, Sarah 
worked in commercial galleries in Suffolk, London, and New Orleans.  In 2013, she 
moved to the United States permanently after being awarded a Graduate Assistantship 
in the Arts Administration Program at the University of New Orleans. After completing 
her Master's Degree, Sarah will move to Houston, Texas to pursue a career in art 
consultancy. 
 
 
